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FOREWORD 
 
This book, This and That, is a wonderful introductory book on the 

basics of the ancient Indian understanding of exist ence. It covers all the 
basics: Space and time, energy, name and form, natu re, wisdom, a cosmic 
vision, who am I?, and the eternal manifest reality . Written primarily for 
people with little knowledge of ancient Indian thou ght or the basic tenets 
of Indian philosophy, it elucidates the fundamental s employing easy to 
understand insights. The author has rendered what a ppears difficult in an 
easily understood way and brought the insights of a ncient Indian thought 
within the reach of all individuals. The time has c ome when the secretive, 
esoteric philosophy of India’s ancient sages should  be made accessible, 
understandable, and applicable to all individuals, everywhere and this 
book is to be lauded for advancing that time. 
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Sanjaya concludes the narration of the Gita thus :  
 

yæO yaEgEár: k]ÝNaE yæO paTa©I Dn¤DIr:yæO yaEgEár: k]ÝNaE yæO paTa©I Dn¤DIr:yæO yaEgEár: k]ÝNaE yæO paTa©I Dn¤DIr:yæO yaEgEár: k]ÝNaE yæO paTa©I Dn¤DIr:    

tæO ½£¢vIjyaE B¥¢trqD#¤vaE n£¢tmImtæO ½£¢vIjyaE B¥¢trqD#¤vaE n£¢tmImtæO ½£¢vIjyaE B¥¢trqD#¤vaE n£¢tmImtæO ½£¢vIjyaE B¥¢trqD#¤vaE n£¢tmIm    

yatra y§g¦¹vara: k¤º²§ yatra p¡rth§ dhanurdhara:yatra y§g¦¹vara: k¤º²§ yatra p¡rth§ dhanurdhara:yatra y§g¦¹vara: k¤º²§ yatra p¡rth§ dhanurdhara:yatra y§g¦¹vara: k¤º²§ yatra p¡rth§ dhanurdhara:    

tatra ¹r¢rvijay§ bh£tirdhruv§ n¢ttatra ¹r¢rvijay§ bh£tirdhruv§ n¢ttatra ¹r¢rvijay§ bh£tirdhruv§ n¢ttatra ¹r¢rvijay§ bh£tirdhruv§ n¢tirmamairmamairmamairmama    
Wherever Krishna, the Lord of Yoga and Partha, the Archer are, 
There Victory, Success and Justice will ever be, so  do I declare. 
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PREFACE       
 The birth and evolution of human thought through h uman history 
has been spurred by a constant desire of humans to understand and relate 
to what they have been observing in the world aroun d them. The growth of 
thought of different peoples around the world has o f course, been 
conditioned by the mode and manner of their observa tion and the many 
practical needs of life that weighed upon them. And  while their thinking 
evolved in many different ways in response to their  diverse circumstances, 
it is interesting to note how their thought pattern s shared a considerable 
measure of commonality.  It could be that the human  brain is constructed 
in the same way across the human race and responds to similar 
circumstances, in largely similar ways.  One might  nevertheless recognize  
broad groups  in the patterns developed in three br oad geographical areas 
of the world. These are the West, largely centred a round Greece and Rome, 
the Near & Middle East centred around Asia Minor, E gypt and 
Mesopotamia, and the East encompassing India and Ch ina. This grouping 
may generally be related to geo-political factors i n respect of the first two 
areas, where circumstances of political mobilizatio n and conflict tended to 
dominate the lives of people. Social stabilization  over longer periods of 
time would account for the evolving of  largely pea ceful and pastoral 
societies in the East. This may also account for th e evolution of more 
inclusive, assimilating tendencies in the East and exclusive, conflict-ridden 
circumstances in the other two areas in their socio -political, religious or 
philosophic traditions. 
 
 It is the basic commonality across these three gro ups that  is 
fascinating and it would be interesting to consider  how this could have 
come about. The reasons could include a common plac e of origin of 
peoples or the diffusion of ideas, practices and sp eech from different 
places through migration, travel or trade. But more  basically, when the 
ancients everywhere started looking outwards at the  stars and the far 
depth of space beyond, what they saw left them in a we. They needed then, 
to relate to and articulate what they saw. This nee d then led them inevitably 
to start looking inwards where they found the capac ity to reproduce in the 
mind, what they saw of the external world, not only  all of it, but far beyond 
it,  and to settle on words and speech to describe and discuss what they 
saw or felt. For this, they necessarily had to use whatever names or words 
their evolving languages offered. And what they so articulated  
accumulated over time as a large mass of what we co nsider belief, legend 
and myth.  
 
 
 
 
 



 Today, we have vastly changed structures of langua ge and meaning, 
and different experience contexts for our thinking.  We therefore have no 
idea of what the ancients wanted to convey and at b est, try to interpret 
much of what they articulated as allegory wherever a literal understanding 
was not possible.  It is critical, if we are to tru ly understand them correctly, 
that we start seeking the real sense of all their w ord images and usages. It 
is for this reason that the Rig Veda , like many esoteric texts of those times, 
has remained a closed book for so long and to so ma ny, even to the 
present day. When the ancient people saw what they could not understand, 
like thunder and lightning, they gave them names of  gods or described 
them as powers to be feared or adored.  Today many are ready to dismiss 
their physical and oral observations as stuff and n onsense, and we try to 
explain whatever we see or experience, in terms of the terminology of 
rational science. Yet while we may have answers in terms of causes and 
effects,  we reach a dead end when we seek causes f or the causes. On the 
concept of cause and effect, the Indian ancients ha d a word  
pa±cak¡ra²¢pa±cak¡ra²¢pa±cak¡ra²¢pa±cak¡ra²¢ ((((p·karN£)p·karN£)p·karN£)p·karN£),,,, which presented cause and effect as a never-

ending chain, where each  link was marked by five  stages : first, non-
perception of  cause and effect, followed by appear ance of a cause, 
followed by appearance of an effect, followed by di sappearance of the 
cause and finally   disappearance of the effect.  I t is perhaps  speculation in 
respect of natural phenomena of this kind that earl y Science came to be 
called Natural Philosophy !   
 
 The first observations of all peoples at all times  are the Sun and the 
Moon, and how they schedule our days and nights, ou r seasons, our rains 
and crops. These phenomena occur with such predicta ble regularity that 
they led to the first interest in astronomy and ast rology, an interest that 
was shared by all peoples all the world over,  from  the earliest times. But it 
was in an inward search that the Indian ancients we nt to extraordinary 
lengths and depths not found in any other of the wo rld’s cultures. It was 
the faculties behind cognition – the memory, the mi nd, the intellect, the 
instinct and the consciousness that prompted all ac tivity, that  became 
central to their concerns. The Rig Veda  may on the face of it, appear as it 
did to the early Western scholars, as a mass of rit ual and superstition, but 
it did spur a vast later effort to unravel vast ins ights and stores of 
knowledge that lay concealed behind its inscrutable  language. This 
included the awesome speculations of the Upanishads  at the end stage of 
development of the Vedic corpus. It prompted the la ter vast mass of the 
Vedangas , specially the Shiksha , the Nirukta , the Vyakarana , and the 
Chandas . These incisive works probed the whole gamut of li nguistics 
ranging from the originating thought that morphed t hrough sound to  letter, 
syllable, word and sentence to speech as a vehicle of meaning and 
communication. This was a knowledge structure of su ch sophistication 
that led the greatest authority on linguistics of t oday, Naom Chomsky, to 



declare his debt to  Panini  as the first of the world’s grammarians, the very 
founder of linguistic science. 
 
 Yet it took a lot of effort and a long time before  modern scholars 
reached such sensitive  conclusions.  When Western scholars first started 
studying the ancient Indian texts in the 19 th century, they were clearly 
conditioned by the perspectives that they had gaine d from their early 
studies of the growth of Western thought, Those per spectives presented 
rational thought in Greece as a comparatively recen t emergence at the time 
of Homer and Plato, preceded by a  long antiquity m arked by myth and 
superstition.  This prompted these scholars to assu me  that rational 
thought in India emerged with the Upanishads  from an antiquity of similar 
myth and superstition suggested by their literal un derstanding of the 
language of  the Rig Veda  . The emphasis on the impressive but ritualistic 
interpretation of the early Vedic scholars from Yaska  (6-5th Century BCE) 
on to Sayana  (14th Century CE) tended only to establish the ritual in  the 
psyche and way of life of the common people of Indi a, but certainly did not 
preclude a critical understanding of the inner impo rt of the Vedas on the 
part of the learned. Clearly the Vedic texts were a ddressed to different 
audiences, in terms of outer symbols for the masses  and inner meanings 
for the perceptive few. But the work of these great  commentators had the 
unfortunate consequence of confirming the early Wes tern understanding of 
the primacy of myth and superstition in the Rig Ved a. This understanding 
missed the true significance of the uncompromising insistence on the 
sanctity of the content of the Veda and the awesome  lengths to which 
generations of early scholars went for ensuring the  preservation and 
transmission of the Vedic texts in all their pristi ne authenticity over several 
millennia. 
 
 Luckily later scholars, both Indian and Western, h ave had the benefit 
of more sophisticated tools for linguistic and cult ural studies, and of open 
minds less constrained by biases that inevitably le d to conjectures,  
assumptions and presumptions. One of the most perce ptive contemporary 
studies has come from the great philosopher-seer Au robindo. He had the 
great advantage of an early Western education that gave him a great 
perception of the evolution of human thought in the  cultures of the West 
against which he could later review the evolution o f Indian thought as 
reflected in the ancient texts of India. He was abl e then to present the 
evolution of human thought in a totality across all  cultures to give a 
remarkable insight into the fundamental commonality  binding all humanity.  
A central finding was that human evolution had a co ntinuity behind the 
apparent discontinuities of language, across geogra phy and across 
centuries of time. If one found a hiatus in the wor d usages of languages, it 
was simply due to changes in the structures of our thought and 
articulation. These  could be unraveled only if we brought an unbiased 
mind to bear on our study of these processes. 



 
 Specifically, Aurobindo started to unravel the mea ning of the Rig 
Veda through its own word usages, emphasizing that words that were 
considered sacrosanct by scholars of unquestionable  integrity over 
centuries, were not to be taken lightly, and that e very effort should be made 
to discover their true sense, and certainly not dis miss them offhand as  
nonsense.  There were many word usages that had cle ar and unambiguous 
meaning, and had a clear psychological import, and these could certainly 
be used to illuminate the large mass of word usages  where the meaning or 
import was less obvious. Consider the following hym n of the Rig Veda  : 
 
                                   Rig Veda : VIII- 100-11 

dEv£| vacmjnyÓt dEvaÞÏva| ¢váãpa:dEv£| vacmjnyÓt dEvaÞÏva| ¢váãpa:dEv£| vacmjnyÓt dEvaÞÏva| ¢váãpa:dEv£| vacmjnyÓt dEvaÞÏva| ¢váãpa: pSvaE vd¢Ót . pSvaE vd¢Ót . pSvaE vd¢Ót . pSvaE vd¢Ót .    

sa naE mÓd#Exm¥jI| Ñ¤hana DEn¤vaIgÞman¤p s¤¾¤tWt¤ ..sa naE mÓd#Exm¥jI| Ñ¤hana DEn¤vaIgÞman¤p s¤¾¤tWt¤ ..sa naE mÓd#Exm¥jI| Ñ¤hana DEn¤vaIgÞman¤p s¤¾¤tWt¤ ..sa naE mÓd#Exm¥jI| Ñ¤hana DEn¤vaIgÞman¤p s¤¾¤tWt¤ ..    

d¦v¢! v¡camajanayanta d¦v¡stv¡! vi¹var£p¡: pa¹av§ vadanti .d¦v¢! v¡camajanayanta d¦v¡stv¡! vi¹var£p¡: pa¹av§ vadanti .d¦v¢! v¡camajanayanta d¦v¡stv¡! vi¹var£p¡: pa¹av§ vadanti .d¦v¢! v¡camajanayanta d¦v¡stv¡! vi¹var£p¡: pa¹av§ vadanti .    

s¡ n§ mandr¦ºam£rja! duh¡n¡ dhenurv¡gasm¡nupa suº·utaitus¡ n§ mandr¦ºam£rja! duh¡n¡ dhenurv¡gasm¡nupa suº·utaitus¡ n§ mandr¦ºam£rja! duh¡n¡ dhenurv¡gasm¡nupa suº·utaitus¡ n§ mandr¦ºam£rja! duh¡n¡ dhenurv¡gasm¡nupa suº·utaitu ..
The gods produced  Vak, the goddess of speech; her do animals of every 
kind utter; may she, Vak, the all-gladdening cow, y ielding meat and drink, 
come to us worthily praised.    
 
 This hymn is very clear and explicit in the meanin g that it conveys. 
We see a goddess named Vak, presiding over the faculty of speech, giving 
voice to all living beings.  The cow figures here a s a power to bring 
physical and psychological satisfaction, and Vak is likened to that power 
whose support is sought  by the supplicant. Like th e cow,  the horse is 
another symbol, a symbol of energy, and cows and ho rses  figure all over 
the Rig Veda , and it would be a travesty of interpretation to s ay that its 
hymns are no more than a supplication  of a primiti ve people for horses 
and cows which constituted  wealth in ancient pasto ral societies.  And  
there are hosts of gods and demons, Suras  and Asuras , that are the 
dramatis personae of the Rig Veda , representing at the same time, the 
different physical components of the outer world of  the cosmos and  the 
psychological components of the inner world of the individual.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 Here is another hymn which clearly indicates the Rig Veda’s  central 
concern with the Mind, that encompasses the inner w orld of the individual : 
 
                                   Rig Veda  : VI-75-6 

rT| ¢t¿°y¢t va¢jn: p¤raE yäOyæO krT| ¢t¿°y¢t va¢jn: p¤raE yäOyæO krT| ¢t¿°y¢t va¢jn: p¤raE yäOyæO krT| ¢t¿°y¢t va¢jn: p¤raE yäOyæO kamytE s¤xar¢T: .amytE s¤xar¢T: .amytE s¤xar¢T: .amytE s¤xar¢T: .    

AB£S¥na| m¢hman| pnayt mn: pàadn¤ yÅC¢Ót rÜmy: .. 6 .. AB£S¥na| m¢hman| pnayt mn: pàadn¤ yÅC¢Ót rÜmy: .. 6 .. AB£S¥na| m¢hman| pnayt mn: pàadn¤ yÅC¢Ót rÜmy: .. 6 .. AB£S¥na| m¢hman| pnayt mn: pàadn¤ yÅC¢Ót rÜmy: .. 6 ..     
ratha! tiº·hannayati v¡jina: pur§ yattayatra k¡mayat¦ suº¡rathi: .ratha! tiº·hannayati v¡jina: pur§ yattayatra k¡mayat¦ suº¡rathi: .ratha! tiº·hannayati v¡jina: pur§ yattayatra k¡mayat¦ suº¡rathi: .ratha! tiº·hannayati v¡jina: pur§ yattayatra k¡mayat¦ suº¡rathi: .    

abh¢¹£n¡! mahim¡na! pan¡yata mana: pa¹c¡danu yacchanti ra¹maya: .. 6 .. abh¢¹£n¡! mahim¡na! pan¡yata mana: pa¹c¡danu yacchanti ra¹maya: .. 6 .. abh¢¹£n¡! mahim¡na! pan¡yata mana: pa¹c¡danu yacchanti ra¹maya: .. 6 .. abh¢¹£n¡! mahim¡na! pan¡yata mana: pa¹c¡danu yacchanti ra¹maya: .. 6 ..     

Standing  on his chariot, the excellent charioteer leads the horses wherever 
he wishes. Praise the power of the reins : the rope s follow his mind. 
 
 “The word ‘ manas ’ we have met in our Rig Veda context,” says the 
perceptive writer, Frits Staal, “point unmistakably  to ‘mind’ as the correct 
translation. ‘Mind’ is a faculty, an inborn capacit y of our species. Thoughts 
are passing things like the wind”  
 
  
 
 
 



 At this point, I thought it might have some releva nce to end this 
Preface on a personal note to set out the backgroun d in which I got 
involved in the subject matter of this book. I was born in a humble family in 
Nemam village in the South Indian district of Thanj avur.  My grandfather 
Viswanatha Sastrigal, who was born in the 1870s, fo llowed the ancient 
family tradition of Vedic studies. The family led a  simple, frugal life, 
supported by a small crop of paddy from land gifted  to his forefathers by 
the Rajahs of Thanjavur. It was the practice then o f the rulers or local kings 
of thus supporting Brahmin scholars. He often walke d to the courts of the 
Rajahs  at Tanjavur 30 miles away or Pudukottai 40 miles away to 
participate in their religious functions and festiv e activities. When I was a 
young boy, my grandfather gave me a munificent gift  of  a couple of coins  
called ‘Amman Kasu’ that he had thus received as da kshina, or gift, at 
Pudukottai, and which I still proudly possess. This  tiny copper coin is 
hardly  12 millimetres in diameter and 12 of these were equal in value to a 
paisa (or pice), 64 of which made a Rupee in those times of British rule.  
 
 One side of the Amman Kasu, as may be seen in the picture below, 
has the Telugu inscription ‘Vijaya’, in acknowledge ment of Pudukottai 
having been under the political  suzerainty of the Vijayanagar Empire since 
the 16 th century CE. The obverse of the coin holds the beau tiful embossed 
image of Brahadambal, acknowledging as it were, the  cosmic suzerainty of 
that presiding goddess of the Big Temple at Tanjavu r. (The temple is called 
‘Big’ because its presiding deities are Brihad-Iswara  and Brihad-Ambal , 
where ‘Brihad’ means ‘Big’.) 
 

 
 

                 THE AMMAN KASU 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 



 
 When I was 10 years old I underwent the Upanyanam  ceremony, 
designed as a traditional initiation into the study  of the Vedas . My 
grandfather taught me to memorize and recite the Gayathri Mantra  exactly 
it has been memorized and recited in millions of ho useholds, over 
hundreds of generations through  thousands of years . One of the first 
things we were also taught was to announce our pers onal identities to 
elders, tracing our spiritual lineage to our ancien t forbears,  typically on the 
following lines :  

 A¢BvadyE vWáa¢mæO, AaGmxIN, k¬¢Sk, æOyA¢BvadyE vWáa¢mæO, AaGmxIN, k¬¢Sk, æOyA¢BvadyE vWáa¢mæO, AaGmxIN, k¬¢Sk, æOyA¢BvadyE vWáa¢mæO, AaGmxIN, k¬¢Sk, æOy−−−− Aax©Iy p#vra¢Óvt,  Aax©Iy p#vra¢Óvt,  Aax©Iy p#vra¢Óvt,  Aax©Iy p#vra¢Óvt, 

(k¬¢Sk) gaEæO: (AapÞt|b) s¥æO:, yj¤: SaKaÒyay£, ½£ ((k¬¢Sk) gaEæO: (AapÞt|b) s¥æO:, yj¤: SaKaÒyay£, ½£ ((k¬¢Sk) gaEæO: (AapÞt|b) s¥æO:, yj¤: SaKaÒyay£, ½£ ((k¬¢Sk) gaEæO: (AapÞt|b) s¥æO:, yj¤: SaKaÒyay£, ½£ (−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−) SmaI ) SmaI ) SmaI ) SmaI 

nama{h| A¢Þm BaE:. nama{h| A¢Þm BaE:. nama{h| A¢Þm BaE:. nama{h| A¢Þm BaE:.     

    abhiv¡day¦ vai¹v¡mitra, ¡ghamarºa²a, kau¹abhiv¡day¦ vai¹v¡mitra, ¡ghamarºa²a, kau¹abhiv¡day¦ vai¹v¡mitra, ¡ghamarºa²a, kau¹abhiv¡day¦ vai¹v¡mitra, ¡ghamarºa²a, kau¹ika, trayaika, trayaika, trayaika, traya−−−−    

¡rº¦ya pravar¡nvita, kau¹ika g§tra: ¡pasta!ba s£tra:, yaju: ¡rº¦ya pravar¡nvita, kau¹ika g§tra: ¡pasta!ba s£tra:, yaju: ¡rº¦ya pravar¡nvita, kau¹ika g§tra: ¡pasta!ba s£tra:, yaju: ¡rº¦ya pravar¡nvita, kau¹ika g§tra: ¡pasta!ba s£tra:, yaju: 

¹¡kh¡dhy¡y¢, ¹r¢ ( ¹¡kh¡dhy¡y¢, ¹r¢ ( ¹¡kh¡dhy¡y¢, ¹r¢ ( ¹¡kh¡dhy¡y¢, ¹r¢ ( −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− name) ¹arm¡ n¡m¡aha! asmi bh§:.  name) ¹arm¡ n¡m¡aha! asmi bh§:.  name) ¹arm¡ n¡m¡aha! asmi bh§:.  name) ¹arm¡ n¡m¡aha! asmi bh§:.     
Bowing to you, Sir, I announce myself as  belonging  to the spiritual lineage 
of the three Sages Viswamitra, Akarshmana and Kausika , to the family 
lineage of the Kausika Gothra  and to the religious disciplines of the 
Apasthamba Sutra  of  the Yajur Veda , and I  bear the name (so-and-so).  
 
 This personal  background would not be complete wi thout reference 
to my maternal grandfather, Natesa Sastrigal.  In h is time, he was 
considered of such repute that when the Paramachary a, 
Chandrasekharendra Saraswati,  was first ordained t o be the next head of 
the Kanchipuram Mutt, he was placed under Natesa Sa strigal’s tutelage. 
Decades later, the Paramacharya was to tell me how he learnt the Mimamsa 
texts from my grandfather. The point that I wish to  make here is to 
emphasize how the ancient culture fostered a spread  and depth of learning 
where many a village was a virtual university that produced scholars of 
vast merit in large numbers. Our new generations co ming out of the 
universities of today should pause to consider the  methods of  the family 
homes that constituted the schools of those times a nd the vast number of 
scholars they produced ! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 A narration of  all these details here is also int ended to point out how 
we should see ourselves as heirs to an ancient trad ition founded by those 
Sages  several millennia ago. This tradition lives vividly in  the psyche and 
lives of the people of India to this day. It is thi s awesome tradition that this 
book seeks to sketch through some keywords of the m ind-boggling texts 
of its great scriptures composed by those Sages. Aum, Tat  and Tvam  are 
the first three keywords with which this book opens  that may be 
considered to hold the key to the sanctum sanctorum  of that awe-inspiring 
temple, the Vedas, that constitute the foundation o f the ancient scriptures 
of India.  
 
 I would like to conclude at this point to acknowle dge the help I have 
received from my nephew Rajeshwar, who not only pro vided me with a 
selection of keywords that would serve the purpose of this book, but also 
for his careful reading of the final text to ensure  its accuracy and whether  
that purpose has indeed been served. Whatever error s and omissions 
remain are of course, entirely mine.  
 
 And finally I would like to thank John Grimes for contributing a 
gracious foreword to this book 
 
N.Krishnaswamy 
 
Chennai : 1 st July, 2011 
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INTRODUCTION  

This & That :  IdamIdamIdamIdam and  and  and  and TatTatTatTat : : : : idm� idm� idm� idm� and  tt�tt�tt�tt� 
 
 THIS AND THAT would surely strike the first time r eader, as an 
unusual title for a book. A brief explanation here would perhaps help, 
especially when the book cover shows the title juxt aposed above the 
sacred OM symbol. ‘This’  and ‘That’ are  the English words for the Sanskrit  
‘Idam’ and ‘Tat’       

                                                  
that represent two levels of existence, the Transie nt and the Eternal,  as 
envisaged by the ancient Indian scriptures. 
 
 We clearly need to start with a simpler explanatio n, if this book is to 
be truly a primer as intended, for  the First Time Reader.  We may therefore 
start with the simplest possible description given in school grammar, of 
This and That as a pair of demonstrative pronouns o f the English language. 
The pronoun is a word that can be used in the place  of a noun in any 
sentence. And of course, a noun itself is the name of any person, place or 
thing.  A demonstrative pronoun points to something  here or there, 
something  nearby that is describable, or something  distant, that might be 
indefinable. It is in this sense that ancient India n Scriptures use the words 
This and That. The scriptures tell us many things a bout This and That, built 
around  concepts of spirituality, metaphysics and p hilosophy that are not 
easy to understand or explain. These are therefore  presented here as far 
as possible in contexts of practical experience or  relevance, and with 
unabashed  oversimplification of the complex or eve n bypassing of the 
esoteric,  that might otherwise frighten the first time reader away.   
 
 When the ancients started looking outwards into th e far depths of 
space beyond the stars,  they had to invoke the hig her reaches of their 
faculties of thought and sight, those of imaginatio n and insight, to visualize 
and understand whatever they could not physically s ee but clearly  existed 
there. That vision of a vast Infinity left them spe echless figuratively, in awe, 
and literally, because they could not find words to  describe what they 
could only vaguely sense but not see. On the other hand,  peering into the 
inner depths of material things that they could see  and even physically 
handle, they saw the finite diminishing in size tow ards the Infinitely small. 
From the point where the observer stood, space thus  seemed to extend in 
all directions inwards and outwards in what mathema ticians today express  
as “tending to Zero or Infinity”,  or in symbols as          

                0                ∞   
For describing the totality of Existence that could  only be imagined, 
occupying all of Infinity in Space and Eternity in Time, the ancient seers 



could only find the word “Tat”,  meaning “That”.  On the other hand, they  
found that only part of existence could be both phy sically seen or 
cognized, but nevertheless was itself  quite vast, complex  and mind-
boggling, almost it seemed, co-terminous with That.  For want a single word 
to describe this, they settled on the word “Idam” , meaning “This”. It 
followed from this, that ‘This’ was part of ‘That’.   This play on words is of 
course,  unintended.  

 
 The ancient Rishis who had a over-arching vision s preading all the 
way from across the limited reaches of This to the limitless reaches of 
That, set out their insights and responses  for the  benefit of humanity in the 
Vedas . These were expressed in hymns in Sanskrit, some s hort, some 
long. For its sublimity of thought the composers pr esented the Rig Veda  in 
poetry; for the descriptions of ritualistic activit ies of the Yajur Veda , they 
lapsed into prose; and for aesthetic appeal of the Sama Veda  they broke 
into song. The hymns were often abstruse and esoter ic and largely 
metaphoric, because words were simply inadequate to  convey much of 
what they saw.  But often too, the hymns were simpl e and beautiful such as 
when they described the Dawn as the Goddess Ushas , in a description 
reminiscent of the Aurora Borealis : a fact that le d Bal Magadha Tikal to 
consider it as coming from a racial memory that sug gested  an Arctic origin 
for the race from which those Seers may have descen ded. 
 
 Most of the Vedic hymns addressed the vast forces of Nature as 
gods and goddesses that controlled the Cosmos and  as a multi-faceted 
Manifestation of One Single Ultimate Supreme that w as Unmanifest. The 
furthest that the Seers attempted to go in referrin g to that Reality was 
limited to a few hymns, because it could not be com prehended by all  but a 
few gifted seers, and all that that they could do w as just to point to, or give 
a glimpse of that Reality but without being able to  describe It. 
 
 It is only towards the end of the Vedic corpus, in  the Upanishads , 
that we begin to see a more concerned and concerted  effort to present the 
Manifested Existence against the perspective of the  Ultimate Unmanifest 
Reality. Here the picture is presented by the Guru to the pupil whose 
crucial questions, in effect are : What is my place  and role in this vast 
Existence ? In short, Who am I. And the Guru’s repe ated answer is “Tat 
Tvam Asi”,  meaning “You are THAT”. Here, ‘Tvam’ or ‘You’ refer s, not just 
to the pupil, but to all of us who pose the same qu estion. These words 
occur in the Chandogya Upanishad  in an interesting discussion of far-
reaching significance  between the Sage Uddalaka Aruni  and his son 
Svetaketu . With several examples the Sage explains to his so n how all that 
exists and is perceived, ultimately comes from one essence, one Truth, that 
cannot be so perceived. He bids his son to bring hi m a fruit from the 
nearby banyan tree, break  it open and see what is inside.  When Svetaketu  



does so, and says he finds  small seeds, the sage b ids him break one seed 
and see what is inside. Svetaketu  does so, he says he finds nothing in it.  
 
 The Sage then  explains that it is not nothing , but something  that 
cannot be seen – it is a subtle essence from which springs the seed, and 
ultimately grows into the big tree that they behold . It is not ‘nothing’, says 
the Sage, it is something for which we use the word  ‘That’, simply because 
we have no word that can ever describe it. It is no t ‘nothing’ that leads to 
the seed and the tree, continues the Sage, but some thing that leads to all 
that exists, including you and me. The words “Tat Tvam Asi”  or “That Thou 
Art”, with which the Sage concludes several example s, are words 

described as the mah¡ v¡kyamah¡ v¡kyamah¡ v¡kyamah¡ v¡kya, (mha vaÀymha vaÀymha vaÀymha vaÀy)    or Great Saying,  that echoes 

down the ages, representing its  highest wisdom off ered by India. The 
Chandogya Upanishad  verse (6.8.7) reads thus in Sanskrit :  
 

s y exaE{¢NmWtdaÏØy¢md| svI| tÏsÏyV s AaÏma  tävm¢s átkEtaE 

i¢t B¥y ev ma Bgva¢ÓvåOapy¢Ïv¢t tTa saEØyE¢t haEvac .. 

sa ya ¦º§sa ya ¦º§sa ya ¦º§sa ya ¦º§’²imaitad¡tmyamida! sarva! tatsatya! sa ¡tm¡ tattvamasi²imaitad¡tmyamida! sarva! tatsatya! sa ¡tm¡ tattvamasi²imaitad¡tmyamida! sarva! tatsatya! sa ¡tm¡ tattvamasi²imaitad¡tmyamida! sarva! tatsatya! sa ¡tm¡ tattvamasi    

¹¹¹¹vatakak¦t§na iti bh£ya m¡ bhagav¡nvij±¡payatviti tath¡ vatakak¦t§na iti bh£ya m¡ bhagav¡nvij±¡payatviti tath¡ vatakak¦t§na iti bh£ya m¡ bhagav¡nvij±¡payatviti tath¡ vatakak¦t§na iti bh£ya m¡ bhagav¡nvij±¡payatviti tath¡ s§my¦tis§my¦tis§my¦tis§my¦ti    

h§v¡ca h§v¡ca h§v¡ca h§v¡ca                          
 
 The Guru’s answer “You are That”. is perhaps the m ost profound 
answer that has arisen from the mind of Man in all of human history. Its 
vast implications are set out here in steps  that t ake you, the reader, all the 
way from “This”  in the first Chapter to “That” in last Chapter of this book. 
  
 Much of the Vedas address how the common people, b ound by the 
compulsions of the Manifested Existence could relat e to and cope with 
their compulsions, through the simple processes of ritual and sacrifice, 
while leaving the higher implications of what lay b eyond, to the 
speculations of the learned few. Our own understand ing is conditioned not 
only by our experiences but also the experiences of  our forbears, recorded 
in these vast and  ancient texts that form our sacr ed inheritance. If we do 
not understand all that they teach us,  then surely  we remain steeped in 
poverty despite the phenomenal riches of that inher itance.  
 
 
 



 A small number of Sanskrit verses have been cited in this book. On 
the other hand a larger collection of  Keywords hav e been cited and 
threaded into this narrative with explanations that  readers will find simple 
and easy to understand as they traverses the topics  in this book, all the 
way from THIS to THAT. Each Verse and Keyword is pr esented  in Sanskrit 
and transliterations and translations in English. T hese will give the reader a 
feel of the sound and meter of the text and the dep th and quality of the 
thought that they articulated.  For convenience and  ready reference, notes 
on all the cited  Keywords are summarized in an Ann exure at the end of 
this book.  
 
 

--------------------------------------------------- 



CHAPTER 1 : THIS : THE TRANSIENT MANIFEST : IDAM : idm�idm�idm�idm�     
 It would be appropriate to begin an explanation of  Idam  with an explanation 

of Tattva , (täv) (1), the elemental principles that constitute  Idam. The  word 

Tattva  bears a profound significance.  At the direct lite ral level, the first syllable of 
this word is  Tat which means THAT, the ultimate eternal Reality, al so referred to as 
Brahman. The second syllable is Tva, which means THOU, and refers to the spark 
of that Reality that illumines your transient physi cal existence, within the 
framework of this worldly existence, which is usual ly referred to by the word Idam, 
meaning THIS. Thus it is this duality of THAT and T HIS, that accounts for the 
totality of existence, of Reality, as it is present ed to our Consciousness in its 
Absolute and Relative forms.  
 
 At a deeper level, the word Tattva  means Principle, or Element or 
Component,  and in this sense, we get  the magnific ent integrated vision  of the 
totality of all Existence, in terms of the fundamen tal, elemental principles of which 
all Existence is constituted. The widely accepted K ashmir Saiva tradition conceives 
of a total of 36 Tattvas  describing the emergence from Siva , the Absolute, 
Unmanifest state, through progressive manifestation , from a spiritual state to the 
ultimate psychological and physical entities that c omprise worldly existence. 
Implicit in that outward path of Evolution, is also  the  return inward path of 
Involution, from the physical through the spiritual  stages  back to the Absolute 
state. The 36 Tattvas, which are listed below, fall  within the three broad  categories 
: 

(a) The a¹uddhaa¹uddhaa¹uddhaa¹uddha Tattvas  (AS¤¼AS¤¼AS¤¼AS¤¼)  or Impure physical level, resting on the 

material, sensorial, the organs of action, the mind  and the ego, the domain 
of objectivity and duality; 

(b) The  ¹uddh¡¹uddha¹uddh¡¹uddha¹uddh¡¹uddha¹uddh¡¹uddha Tattvas , ( S¤¼aS¤¼S¤¼aS¤¼S¤¼aS¤¼S¤¼aS¤¼ ) or Pure-Impure transitional level of the 

soul within limitations, the domain of knowledge; a nd 

(c) The ¹uddha ¹uddha ¹uddha ¹uddha Tattvas  (S¤¼S¤¼S¤¼S¤¼)or Pure Tattvas (internal aspects of the Absolute)  

being  the domain of transcendental  unity and non-differentiation . 

1 – 5 : The five mahābhūtas  (mhaB¥tmhaB¥tmhaB¥tmhaB¥t ) (2) 

      1. pṛithv ī (p¦¢Ðvp¦¢Ðvp¦¢Ðvp¦¢Ðv) (3) - earth  2.  jala  (jljljljl) (4) - water  3. t¦jast¦jast¦jast¦jas (tEjs�tEjs�tEjs�tEjs�) (5) - fire                             

\     4. vāyu  (vay¤vay¤vay¤vay¤) (6) -air   5.  ākāśa (AakaSAakaSAakaSAakaS) (7) - ether  
 

6 – 10 :The five tanm ātras  (tÓmaæOtÓmaæOtÓmaæOtÓmaæO )- (8) transit media of the five senses  



6. gandha  (gÓDgÓDgÓDgÓD) (9) - the transit medium for smell    7.  rasa  (rsrsrsrs) (10) - the transit 

medium for  taste   8.  rūpa (ãpãpãpãp )- (11)  the transit medium for sight   9.  spar śa (ÞpSIÞpSIÞpSIÞpSI)- 

(12) - the transit medium for touch   10.  śabda  (SÖdSÖdSÖdSÖd) (13) -  the transit medium for 

hearing.             

11 – 15 : The five  karm¦ndriyaskarm¦ndriyaskarm¦ndriyaskarm¦ndriyas    (km©I¢Ód#y) (14) - organs of action  
11. pāyu  (pay¤) (15) - the excretion organ  12.  upastha  (upÞT) (16) - the sexual organs   

13. pāda (pad) (17) - the organ of locomotion   14.  pāni  –( pa¢N) (18)  hand, the organ of 

holding  15.  vāk –( vakq) (19)  the organ of speech   

16 – 20 : The five j±¡n¦ndriyasj±¡n¦ndriyasj±¡n¦ndriyasj±¡n¦ndriyas (åOanE¢Ód#y) (20) - sense organs  
16. ghr āṇa (G#aN) (21) - nose 17.  rasan ā (rsna ((((22)- tongue  18.  cakṣu (cX¤) (23) - eye                          

19. tvak  –( Ïvkq) (24) - skin   20.  śrotra  (½aEæO) (25) - ear  

 

21 – 25 : Antaḥkaraṇa (AÓt:krN) (26) - the inner instruments of cognition  

21. manas  (mns) (27) - the lower mind  22.  ahaṃkāra (Ah|kar) (28) - the empirical 

ego      23.  buddhi  (b¤¢¼) (29) - the intellect   24.  prak ṛti  (p#k]¢t) (30)  - nature        

25. puru ṣa (p¤âx) (31)– soul 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26 – 31 : Ṣat kañcukas  (SÊð|c¤k ) (32)  – Factors imposing limitations   

26. niyati  (¢ny¢t) (33) - spatial limitation          27.  kāla (kal) (34) - limitation in time                                      

28. rāga  (rag) (35) - the limitation of desire       29. vidy ā (¢vï) (36)- the limitation of 

empirical knowledge      30.  kalā (kla) (37) - limitation in power    31.  māyā (maya ((((38)- 

the origin of illusion and duality  

 



32 – 36 :  Śuddha tattvas  ((S¤¼S¤¼S¤¼S¤¼tävtävtävtäv) (39) 

32. śuddha vidy ā (S¤¼¢vï ) (40)  −  higher knowledge 33.  īśvara  (iIÞvr) (41) - God      

34. sadāśiva  (sda¢Sv)  (42) – Eterna Blss 35.  śakti  (S¢³)¢³)¢³)¢³)    ((((43)−−−− Creative Power – the 

Mother principle 36.  śiva  (¢Sv) (44)  – the Ultimate Reality  
 
 The reader should pause at this point to reflect o n which other scripture, 
tradition or culture gives such an integrated, pano ramic view of the Evolution and 
Involution of all Existence. 
 
 The starting point of this manifested existence, t hen, is Consciousness or Cit  

(¢ct�) (45) which may be considered our inaugural Keyword of t his book. It is this Cit   

that prompts our very first assertion “I am”,  reca lling the assertion from a different 
context and a later culture, of Descartes, “I think , therefore I am”. Thinking leads us 

directly to our next Keyword Manas ( mns) or Mind, that instrument of thought that 

tries to appropriate the role of Cit   to itself.  In practical terms, whatever exists, 
whether inside or outside of our physical body, can not mean anything to us, if it is 
not first comprehended by the Mind. While Descartes  places the origin of Existence 
in the Mind, he does not go back for enough as the Indian ancients did, like the 
sage Uddalaka Aruni , who set the more fundamental level of an Eternal 
Consciousness as the ultimate origin of all Existen ce and enshrined this insight in 

the Chandogya Upanishad’s   mah¡ v¡kyamah¡ v¡kyamah¡ v¡kyamah¡ v¡kya, (46) the Great Saying “Tat Tvam Asi”.  
 
 All that we see, hear, feel or sense in any way ge t registered in the Mind, and 
get analysed and stored in its enormous memory bank , along with word labels to 
identify them and  facilitate their later retrieval . And every experience is similarly 

stored away, linked with old labels or assigned new  labels, the world of n¡man¡man¡man¡ma−−−−r£par£par£par£pa, 

or Name and Form ( nam ãpnam ãpnam ãpnam ãp ) (47),  to create a phenomenal and ever-expanding data 

base in our memory. All existence then, whether ext ernal or internal, forms a virtual 
continuum, and it is all this that constitutes  Idam . But be it remembered that while  
Idam  is  a vast totality of empirical and relative Exis tence, a partial Reality, it 
remains but part  of  an absolute Existence, an Ult imate Reality called Tat.      
 
 Our need is not just to remember all this, but to understand what all this 
means. Our need is for knowledge and it is this tha t the Vedas seek to provide. The 
word Veda comes from Vid , which means to know, and this also points to its 
cognate Vidya , which also means Knowledge. Veda may talk of gods and powers, 

but does not proclaim itself to be a religion,  muc h less to be aupuruº¦yaaupuruº¦yaaupuruº¦yaaupuruº¦ya    (A¬p¤âxEyA¬p¤âxEyA¬p¤âxEyA¬p¤âxEy) 

(48) something originating from divine sources, or to Sr uti, (½¤¢t½¤¢t½¤¢t½¤¢t) (49) something 



heard from divine sources. Sruti may have originall y meant no more than what was 
heard by the son from the father  who transmitted t he wisdom orally. These 
epithets were conferred on the Vedas  by later texts and traditions which explained 
or interpreted the Vedas  and were clearly inspired by the profundity of the ir intent 
and content. But ultimately, the content and intent  of the Vedas  is Knowledge.     
 
 The Rishis set out whatever was known or knowable in the Vedas  in the form 
of the Mantra . (mÓæOamÓæOamÓæOamÓæOa) (50). This word is derived from Manas , meaning the Mind and 

word Tra, meaning that which protects or preserves, and tog ether meaning that 
which protects or preserves  and empowers the mind.  The Mind thus occupies a 
position of critical importance in  the Vedas , a gateway between the inner and outer 
world of man. The Mantras  needed to be memorized and recited along with a 

physical performance of the yaj±ayaj±ayaj±ayaj±a (yåOyåOyåOyåO) (51), or sacrificial ritual that would protect 

or preserve the physical well-being of the performe r. The yaj±ayaj±ayaj±ayaj±a was an activity 

that emphasized a giving or a giving up of somethin g in return for a blessing of 
some kind, usually in those days, in the form of he alth and wealth, or cows which 
gave them both, or sons who would protect them in t heir old age. Here then, one 
sees the dual intent and content of The Vedas , one aspect addressed the inner 
world of the learned few through knowledge and the other, the outer world of the 
vast masses through simple activity.  
 
 The intent of the Mantra  of course went far beyond the simpler levels of 

empirical knowledge in the reaches of the Mind. It addressed not just j±¡naj±¡naj±¡naj±¡na (åOanåOanåOanåOan),  

(52) knowledge that is known, but also j±¦yaj±¦yaj±¦yaj±¦ya    (åOEyåOEyåOEyåOEy) (53),  knowledge that is to be 

known, And the ancients prescribed the discipline o f Dhyana ( ÒyanÒyanÒyanÒyan)or Meditation,  to 

access the higher level of the Mind, the Discrimina ting Intellect, called the Buddhi 

(b¤¢¼b¤¢¼b¤¢¼b¤¢¼ ). It would  be interesting to note in this context th e Universal Mother’s name in 

the Lalitha Sahasranamam dhy¡na dhy¡t¤ dhy¦ya svar£pi²idhy¡na dhy¡t¤ dhy¦ya svar£pi²idhy¡na dhy¡t¤ dhy¦ya svar£pi²idhy¡na dhy¡t¤ dhy¦ya svar£pi²i    (ÒyanÒyanÒyanÒyan−−−−ïat¦ïat¦ïat¦ïat¦−−−−ÒyEyÒyEyÒyEyÒyEy−−−−

Þvru¢pN£Þvru¢pN£Þvru¢pN£Þvru¢pN£) (54-55-56), meaning the personifications of the Act of Medit ation, the 

Person Meditating and the Object Meditated. The Mot her is thus seen to be the 

Creator of all This  (idmidmidmidm ���� ). This brings into focus at once, another set of Her names 

One : icch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti kriy¡ ¹aktiicch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti kriy¡ ¹aktiicch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti kriy¡ ¹aktiicch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti kriy¡ ¹akti (iÅCaiÅCaiÅCaiÅCa−−−−S¢³ åOanS¢³ åOanS¢³ åOanS¢³ åOan−−−−S¢³ ¢@yaS¢³ ¢@yaS¢³ ¢@yaS¢³ ¢@ya−−−−S¢³S¢³S¢³S¢³),  (57-58-59) 

standing for the Motive power of the Will, the powe r of the generated Thought and 
the power of the  resulting Activity. One now sees how many profound concepts 
are woven into the warp and weft of the awesome fab ric of the ancient Indian texts 
to explain all of Idam . And we also see now the connectivity of all these  concepts 
to a single source, the Cit , the Consciousness. How the  Cit  becomes the source of 



every facet of Idam  will become clear through the Chapters that follow , when they 
are all seen to emerge from and finally merge back into the  Tat. 
 

---------------------------------------------- 
 



CHAPTER 2 : SPACE AND TIME :  ¡k¡¹a ¡k¡¹a ¡k¡¹a ¡k¡¹a −−−− k¡la k¡la k¡la k¡la : AakaS AakaS AakaS AakaS - kalkalkalkal 
 

An ancient Indian understanding is that the total c ontext of human  
conscious existence is set in a framework provided by Space and Time : 

¡k¡¹a¡k¡¹a¡k¡¹a¡k¡¹a    (AakaSAakaSAakaSAakaS) (1) and k¡lak¡lak¡lak¡la (kalkalkalkal) (2) . The transient human Mind, manas 

(mns), was aware of  a higher eternal consciousness whi ch illumined it, yet 

had to provide a finite context in which  finite ph ysical existence could 
function. This led the Mind to construct within its elf a virtual world which 
was a complete replica of the external physical wit h the physical senses 
providing the channels of communication between the se inner and outer 
worlds, to seemingly and seamlessly merge into a si ngle entity. At the 
same time the Mind was also aware that its finite f rame work of Space and 
Time were but of an Infinite framework where Space and Time themselves 
stretched out into Infinity and Eternity, which wer e  but aspects of that 
Ultimate One Existence, Tat. 
 
 The ancient Indian understanding of all Existence was therefore, that 
the finite Manifest is but a part of an Infinite Un manifest. The approach of 
Western Science was to constantly endeavour to obse rve the external 
world with the physical senses, and probe beyond th eir physical limitations 
with physical aids, the microscope to probe the ato m, and the telescope to 
probe the cosmos. Science has calibrated Time and S pace and Time with 
tiny units like the nano-second and huge units like  the light-year. Yet for an 
inner ultimate  understanding of all that he observ ed or imagined beyond 
what he could observe, the individual had inevitabl y to return to himself, or 
rather his inner self.  
 
 The Indian ancients too were scientists of a sort,  no less than their 
modern counterparts, though in a different framewor k. In their 
uncompromising search for truth, when they could no t physically see or 
sense beyond a point, in their physical exploration s of the external world, 
they  were able to visualize what lay beyond, with the Mind and its higher 
faculties of insight, intuition and instinct. While  Einstein proposes a grand 
integration of the  physical world, the world of Ph ysics, the Indian ancients 
envisaged an integration of the physical world into  the infinite world of 
Metaphysics, embracing every aspect and dimension o f the totality of all 
existence. While modern science has attempted to un derstand and relate to 
the totality of Nature, the Indian ancients sought to understand the totality 
of both Nature and Human Nature and provide a frame work where man 
could set his life into a more meaningful and endur ing relationship with the 
larger existence of which he was a transient part.   
 
 



The Indian ancients  had a very realistic sense of what Infinity or Reality 
meant when, in the Shukla Yajur Veda, they offered the following vision :   
 

‘ p¥NImd:‘ p¥NImd:‘ p¥NImd:‘ p¥NImd: p¥NI¢md| p¥NaIÏp¥NIm¤dÅytE . p¥NI¢md| p¥NaIÏp¥NIm¤dÅytE . p¥NI¢md| p¥NaIÏp¥NIm¤dÅytE . p¥NI¢md| p¥NaIÏp¥NIm¤dÅytE .    

p¥NIÞy p¥NImaday p¥NImEvav¢SÝytE ..p¥NIÞy p¥NImaday p¥NImEvav¢SÝytE ..p¥NIÞy p¥NImaday p¥NImEvav¢SÝytE ..p¥NIÞy p¥NImaday p¥NImEvav¢SÝytE ..    

§m p£r²amada: p£r²amida! p£r²¡tp£r²amudacyat¦ .§m p£r²amada: p£r²amida! p£r²¡tp£r²amudacyat¦ .§m p£r²amada: p£r²amida! p£r²¡tp£r²amudacyat¦ .§m p£r²amada: p£r²amida! p£r²¡tp£r²amudacyat¦ .    

p£r²asya p£r²am¡d¡ya p£r²am¦v¡va¹iºyat¦ ..p£r²asya p£r²am¡d¡ya p£r²am¦v¡va¹iºyat¦ ..p£r²asya p£r²am¡d¡ya p£r²am¦v¡va¹iºyat¦ ..p£r²asya p£r²am¡d¡ya p£r²am¦v¡va¹iºyat¦ ..    

Om ! THAT is perfect. THIS too is perfect. From THA T  is THIS  
born. Yet  THAT remains undiminished. 

 
 A delimitation of Space gives us the Cosmos, and p rogressively 
within that, the Universe, and the Earth. The first  attribute of Space and 
Time is Size expressed in units of measure. A basic  measure is length in 
one direction, length and breadth in two directions  in one plane making for 
area, and length, breadth and height on two planes making for volume. And 
when we need to quantify measure, we come up with t he need to express 
to quantity  in numbers. We are of course familiar with the Decimal system 
of numbers, perhaps first suggested by our use of t he 10 fingers to count. 
There are other numbering systems too, like the Bin ary system that has 
acquired widespread use in the context of computers  and communications. 
One property of  numbers is that with a repetitive addition of 1 to a small 
finite number,  you can increase its size endlessly , or as the 
mathematicians would say, till it  tends to infinit y. This property, called 
recursion, of finite symbols leading to infinite co mbinations is interestingly 
a feature that is seen in a number of different con texts of experience. The 7 
frequencies of sound in an octave, give rise to an endless variety in music, 
and even so, a finite number of words in any langua ge give rise to an 
infinite volume of sentences bearing different mean ings. But the dividing 
line between noise and melody in music or between s ense and nonsense in 
language, is whether they convey anything that the listener can appreciate 
or understand.  
 
 Thus one sees at once that while the eye can see t he Finite,  the 
inner eye of the mind can visualise the Infinite. T he ancient Seers were so 
named as they saw everything with this faculty of h igher vision . And with 
this, they were able to see vast vistas of the cosm os. The Bhagavata 

Purana describes the cosmos as the brahm¡²+abrahm¡²+abrahm¡²+abrahm¡²+a    (b#’aÎfb#’aÎfb#’aÎfb#’aÎf ) (3) or the Golden 

Egg  first created by the Lord, and which after lyi ng in the cosmic waters 
for a thousand years,  was broken by Him into fourt een worlds known as 

vir¡·avir¡·avir¡·avir¡·a ( ( ( (¢vraz¢vraz¢vraz¢vraz) ) ) ) (4).     



 

The first  seven were higher worlds, or levels of e xistence,  called  bh£: bh£: bh£: bh£: 

bhuva: suva: maha: jana: tapa: satyambhuva: suva: maha: jana: tapa: satyambhuva: suva: maha: jana: tapa: satyambhuva: suva: maha: jana: tapa: satyam   (B¥:, B¤v:, s¤v:,B¥:, B¤v:, s¤v:,B¥:, B¤v:, s¤v:,B¥:, B¤v:, s¤v:, mh:, jn:, tp: mh:, jn:, tp: mh:, jn:, tp: mh:, jn:, tp:  sÏy|sÏy|sÏy|sÏy|). 

(5 to 11). The first three which refer to the Earth , the antarikºaantarikºaantarikºaantarikºa (AÓt¢rXAÓt¢rXAÓt¢rXAÓt¢rX) (12) 

or the Mid-Space and Heaven were relevant to human existence and the 
last four were higher worlds comprising the domain of the divine. Yet all 
the seven states of existence reach down into the h uman personality as a 

pyscho-physical spectrum of  satsatsatsat,,,, cit cit cit cit,,,, ¡nanda ¡nanda ¡nanda ¡nanda,,,, vij±¡na vij±¡na vij±¡na vij±¡na,,,, manasa manasa manasa manasa,,,, pr¡²a pr¡²a pr¡²a pr¡²a    

andandandand anna  anna  anna  anna ((((st� st� st� st� , , , , ¢ct� ¢ct� ¢ct� ¢ct� ,,,,AaAaAaAanÓdnÓdnÓdnÓd,,,, ¢våOan ¢våOan ¢våOan ¢våOan,,,, mns mns mns mns,,,, p#aN  p#aN  p#aN  p#aN and A°A°A°A°)))) ( ( ( (13 to 19)    which 

translate as Truth, Consciousness, Bliss, Discrimin ation, Mind, Energy and 
Food.     
 
 It may be noted in this connection that the names of the first worlds, 

referred to as the vy¡h¤tivy¡h¤tivy¡h¤tivy¡h¤tissss, are generally used when invoking the Gayathri 

Mantra  of the Rig Veda  (V-62-100) which continues to be recited to this d ay 
in millions of Hindu households. The mantra as repr oduced with its 
translation below shows the centrality of the role of Mind in man’s relating 
to all existence :  
‘ B¥: ‘ B¤v: ‘ s¤v‘ B¥: ‘ B¤v: ‘ s¤v‘ B¥: ‘ B¤v: ‘ s¤v‘ B¥: ‘ B¤v: ‘ s¤v: : : : ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ sÏy|sÏy|sÏy|sÏy| .:  :  :  :  §m bh£: §m bhuva© §m §m bh£: §m bhuva© §m §m bh£: §m bhuva© §m §m bh£: §m bhuva© §m     

                                                                                                                    suva© §m suva© §m suva© §m suva© §m satyamsatyamsatyamsatyam        

tt�  s¢vt¤:  vrEÎym�  tt�  s¢vt¤:  vrEÎym�  tt�  s¢vt¤:  vrEÎym�  tt�  s¢vt¤:  vrEÎym�  ::::        tat  savituh:  var¦²yamtat  savituh:  var¦²yamtat  savituh:  var¦²yamtat  savituh:  var¦²yam    

Bga©I  dEvÞy  D£m¢h   Bga©I  dEvÞy  D£m¢h   Bga©I  dEvÞy  D£m¢h   Bga©I  dEvÞy  D£m¢h   ::::    bharg§ d¦vasya  dh¢mahibharg§ d¦vasya  dh¢mahibharg§ d¦vasya  dh¢mahibharg§ d¦vasya  dh¢mahi    

¢DyaE yaE n: p#caEdyat�¢DyaE yaE n: p#caEdyat�¢DyaE yaE n: p#caEdyat�¢DyaE yaE n: p#caEdyat�  : dhiy§ y§ na© prac§day¡tdhiy§ y§ na© prac§day¡tdhiy§ y§ na© prac§day¡tdhiy§ y§ na© prac§day¡t    
We meditate upon the effulgence of that Divine Real ity. May that 

Divine Being, the  Sun, illuminate our intellect to  realize                   
That  Reality. 

 
 While  seven worlds are listed as the higher world s, likened to 
heaven, the remaining seven are considered to be lo wer ones, likened to 

hell. These latter bear the names  atalaatalaatalaatala,,,, vitala vitala vitala vitala,,,, sutala sutala sutala sutala,,,, ras¡tala ras¡tala ras¡tala ras¡tala,,,, tal¡tala tal¡tala tal¡tala tal¡tala,,,,    

mahatala mahatala mahatala mahatala and p¡t¡lap¡t¡lap¡t¡lap¡t¡la ( ( ( (AtlAtlAtlAtl,,,, ¢vtl ¢vtl ¢vtl ¢vtl,,,, s¤tl s¤tl s¤tl s¤tl,,,, rsatl rsatl rsatl rsatl,,,, tlatl tlatl tlatl tlatl,,,, mhtl  mhtl  mhtl  mhtl and patalpatalpatalpatal) ) ) ) (20  to 

26). They are peopled by demons and evil spirits an d fallen humans, and  
would seem to reflect the baser elements and influe nces in human nature.     



  
 In existence, Space is inseparable from Time, as i f to reaffirm the 
fundamental truth that True Existence  is One that is indivisible. This is just 
what Albert Einstein has reaffirmed from the perspe ctives of Modern 
Science. The Cosmos provides finite slots of time t o help us cope with the 
compulsions of existence. It prescribes a periodici ty for the Sun, Moon and 
Stars that serve as time keepers for both humans of  this world and the 
gods of the other worlds. The Earth itself function s both as a clock and 
calendar. Spinning around its own axis, it provides  day and night and the 
hours that comprise them. The Earth gets its months  from the Moon and 
seasons and years from the Sun. And when we find th at the skew of the 
Earth’s axis of rotation takes 25800 years to compl ete a full circle – causing 
the phenomenon called Precession of the Equinoxes –  we begin to see how 
the Indian Ancients envisaged a much larger cosmic time scale  in terms of 

units called kalpakalpakalpakalpa,,,, manvantara manvantara manvantara manvantara,,,, mah¡yuga mah¡yuga mah¡yuga mah¡yuga    and yuga yuga yuga yuga    (kÚpkÚpkÚpkÚp,,,, mÓvÓtr mÓvÓtr mÓvÓtr mÓvÓtr,,,, mhay¤g  mhay¤g  mhay¤g  mhay¤g and 

y¤gy¤gy¤gy¤g) (27 to 30).     One day or night in the life of Brahma  makes one Mahayuga  

which lasts four  Yugas  on this cosmic time scale which correspond to 
4,320,000,000 years on the human time scale !       

 
The relativity of these terrestrial and cosmic time  scales are  

illustrated  in the following charming story from t he Bhagavata Purana  of  a 
character who traversed the vast time span of the f irst 27 Mahayugas  of the 
current Vaivasvata Manvantara . Kakudmi was a king who lived on earth in 
the Satya Yuga  of the first Mahayuga  of the current  Manvantara . Searching 
for a good match for his beautiful daughter Revati,  he went to Brahma 
Loka,  the world  of Brahma, to get his advice.  There, h e had to wait  for 
around 20 minutes (on the cosmic scale) for Brahma to return from  
watching a dance performance. Seeing him, Brahma to ld Kakudmi that 
during this period of his waiting, 27 Mahayugas had already elapsed on  
earth. If he (Kakudmi) were to return now, he would  find people on the earth 
enjoying the avatar of Krishna. In addition, he wou ld also find in Krishna's 
brother Balarama,  the right match for his daughter . Kakudmi followed 
Brahma's advice and thus it was that Revati came to  be married to 
Balarama.  Could this be true or was it just science fiction o f that day ? 
 
 This story illustrates at once how the reaches of the human mind is 
able to scan and span all of Space and Time all the  way from the Finite to 
the Infinite, and is directly interpreted by the an cient Indian seers as 
evidence of Existence or True Reality as one single  undivided continuum. 

We can now proceed to examine how pr¡²apr¡²apr¡²apr¡²a,,,, the primordial Energy in its  

vast, vital and versatile forms begins to manifest in countless forms within 
this finite framework of Space and Time. 
 

------------------------------------- 



CHAPTER 3 : ENERGY : pr¡²apr¡²apr¡²apr¡²a : p#aN 
 

 While Space and Time provide a physical framework for 
manifestation in different forms of Existence, ther e is need for a third 
component that now becomes essential for generating  and supporting all 

activity in that framework. This component is  pr¡²apr¡²apr¡²apr¡²a ( ( ( (p#aN) (1), often 

translated as life-breath, or vital energy, but it will be adequate to refer to it 
as just Energy, in a generic sense, which manifests  in  several specific 
forms for specific functions. Activities arising fr om the play of energy in 
the framework of Space and Time would seem to make the first step in all 
Manifestation. The three Names of the Lalita Sahasr anamam : ichha śakti   

(iÅCaiÅCaiÅCaiÅCa−−−−S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)    (2), jñana śakti   (åOanåOanåOanåOan−−−−S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)    (3) and  kriya śakti  (¢@ya¢@ya¢@ya¢@ya−−−− S¢³) S¢³) S¢³) S¢³)    (4) which 

personify Her as the  Prana  source of Will, Knowledge and Action are vivid 
examples of  the working of Prana  in the generation of Existence     
 
 Energy, whether it takes the form of heat, light o r sound that is 
perceptible to our physical senses or other forms t hat are accessible to 
physical equipment, has of course, to manifest itse lf in space and subject 
to the constraints of time. The interesting thing a bout Energy is that all of 
its forms spring from one fundamental element, that  manifest  in two states 
now recognized by modern Science : the particle and   the wave. As a 
particle it can aggregate progressively into matter  in the three states of 
solid, liquid or gas, and as a wave, it can prolife rate into frequencies that 
can propagate through space at various speeds, slow , in the case of heat 
and sound, and near instantaneous, in the case of l ight, electricity or 
electro-magnetism.  
 
 When energy manifests as a particle, it starts agg regating  into 
atoms of more than 100 elements of which all matter  known to us is 
comprised. Some elements are called inorganic, and others, organic. The 
latter, comprised mainly of carbon, hydrogen, oxyge n, nitrogen along with 
smaller quantities of other elements, aggregate int o molecules of 
bewildering complexity that are called organic, as they acquire the 
functionality of organs of growth, that characteris es living matter.  This 
perspective is beautifully described in the story f rom the Chandogya 
Upanishad , recounted earlier in this book, with the example of  the invisible  
spark of Prana or life energy in the seed that grow s ultimately into the huge 
banyan tree. 
    
 Prana in its wave form of various frequencies fall  largely into what is 
called the electromagnetic spectrum . This is comprised of  a continuous 
range of frequencies or wavelengths of electromagne tic radiation , ranging 



from long wavelength, low energy radio waves to sho rt wavelength, high 
frequency , high-energy gamma rays. The electromagnetic spect rum is 
traditionally divided into regions of radio  waves, microwaves, infrared 
radiation, visible light , ultraviolet rays, x rays , and gamma rays. Frequency 
is defined as the number of wave cycles that pass a  particular point per 
unit of time , and is commonly measured in Hertz or cycles per s econd. 
Wavelength defines the distance  between adjacent crests of a wave. 

 The Scottish physicist James Clerk Maxwell's (1831 –1879) developed a set 
of mathematical equations that accurately described  electromagnetic 
phenomena, allowed the mathematical and theoretical  unification of electrical 
and magnetic phenomena and enabled calculation of t he speed of light that 
could be experimentally verified. Other physicists soon realized that visible light 
should be a part of a broader electromagnetic spect rum containing forms of 
electromagnetic radiation that varied from visible light only in terms of 
wavelength and wave frequency. In 1888, the German physicist Henrich Rudolph 
Hertz demonstrated the existence of radio waves and  this was followed a decade 
later by Wilhelm Röentgen's discovery of high-energ y electromagnetic radiation 
in the form of x-rays which quickly found practical  medical use. At the beginning 
of the twentieth century, German physicist, Maxwell  Planck, proposed that atoms  
absorb or emit electromagnetic radiation only in  b undles of energy termed 
quanta. In his work on the photoelectric effect , German-born American physicist 
Albert Einstein used the term photon  to describe these electromagnetic quanta. 
Planck’s work established a mathematical figure, na med after him as Planck’s 
constant, which relates the energy of a photon to t he frequency of the 
electromagnetic wave and allows a precise calculati on of the energy of 
electromagnetic radiation in all portions of the el ectromagnetic spectrum. 

The region of the electromagnetic spectrum that con tains light at frequencies 
and wavelengths that stimulate the inner nerve endi ngs of the human eye  is 
termed the visible region of the electromagnetic sp ectrum with different parts of 
it recognized as colour. A nanometer (10 −9 m) is the most common unit used for 
characterizing the wavelength of visible light. The  following table summarizes 
the range and relationship of frequency, wavelength  and energy across the 
electromagnetic spectrum. 

Region   Frequency (Hz)   Wavelength (m)   Energy (eV)   
Radio waves  < 10 9  > 0.3  < 7x 10-7  
Microwaves  10 9 - 3x1011  0.001 - 0.3  7x10-7 - 2x10-4  
Infrared  3x10 11 - 3.9x1014  7.6x10-7 - 0.001  2x10-4 - 0.3  
Visible  3.9x10 14 - 7.9x1014  3.8x10-7 - 7.6x10-7  0.3 - 0.5  
Ultraviolet  7.9x10 14 - 3.4x1016  8x10-9 - 3.8x10-7  0.5 - 20  
X-rays  3.4x10 16 - 5x1019  6x10-12 - 8x10-9  20 - 3x10 4  
Gamma Rays  > 5x10 19  < 6x10-12  > 3x104  

 

 
 If we now move on to a consideration of sound, we find this is also 
characterised by its own spectrum of frequencies,  but these are of 
physical vibrations  in the air around us, that are  not electromagnetic in 



character. An audio frequency (abbreviation: AF), i s characterized as a 
periodic vibration whose frequency  is audible to the average human. While 
the range of frequencies that any individual can he ar is largely related to 
environmental factors, the generally accepted stand ard range of audible 
frequencies is 20 to 20,000 hertz  (Hz). Frequencies below 20 Hz can usually 
be felt rather than heard, assuming the amplitude  of the vibration is high 
enough. Frequencies above 20,000 Hz can sometimes b e sensed by young 
people, but high frequencies are the first to be af fected by hearing loss  due 
to age and/or prolonged exposure to very loud noise s 
Frequency (Hz)  Octave  Description 
16 to 32 1st The human threshold of feeling. 
32 to 512 2 - 5 Rhythm frequencies, of lower and up per bass notes.  
512 to 2048 6 - 7 Defines human speech intelligibil ity. 
2048 to 8192 8 - 9 Presence in speech, in  labial a nd fricative sounds. 
8192 to 16384 10 Sounds of bells & cymbals. In spee ch, the letter "S"  
 
We have seen that the Mind constructs within itself  a complete simulation, 
a complete working composite model, of both the int ernal and external 
world in order to enable the individual to interact  meaningfully and almost 
contiguously and instantaneously in both these envi ronments. Such 
interaction is made possible by the channels and in struments of his five 
senses, with the two levels of cognition and its in struments being named 

j±¡j±¡j±¡j±¡nnnn¦¦¦¦ndriyandriyandriyandriya    (åOanE¢Ód#yåOanE¢Ód#yåOanE¢Ód#yåOanE¢Ód#y )    (5) and karmkarmkarmkarm¦¦¦¦ndriyasndriyasndriyasndriyas (km©I¢Ód#ykm©I¢Ód#ykm©I¢Ód#ykm©I¢Ód#y) (6).  What is important to 

note here is that the apparent diversity of the ext ernal world merges into a 
single composite existence within the mind, with no  dividing boundaries 
between the different sensory experiences that merg e into a single 
cognition and consciousness in the mind. Without lo sing sight of this 
perspective, we may now have a closer analytical lo ok at the way the 
sensory channels and instruments function and not l et them, as the Indian 
ancients would have it, take us for a ride and lose  our true integrated 
selves to splinter into a  world of multiplicity, a  world of duplicity, where  all 
is not what they seem to be.  More specifically, we  now see how sound and 
image merge in the mind and generate a word to iden tify the mental record. 
We see now the origins of a new faculty of great po wer : the power of 

speech. We are now indeed at the threshold of the n ew world of n¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pa    
(nam ãpnam ãpnam ãpnam ãp) (7), the world  of Name and Form, that links the internal world of 

the Mind with the external world of the Object.  
----------------------------------------------------------- 



Chapter 4 : Name and Form : n¡man¡man¡man¡ma r£pa r£pa r£pa r£pa : nam nam nam nam −−−−    ãpãpãpãp  

 
Words are the only jewels I possess 

Words are the only clothes that I wear 
Words are the only food that sustains my life 

Words are the only wealth I distribute among people  
Says Tuka, witness the Word :  He is God 

I worship Him with my words 
--- Tukaram (1608-1650) 

 
 Sound, in the ancient Indian tradition, was consid ered to be the first manifestation 

of an  infinite and eternal existence, the vital en ergy or pr¡²apr¡²apr¡²apr¡²a ( ( ( (p#aN) (1), in a finite form, 

bound by space and time. To state this in simpler t erms, the vital energy that gave life to 
man, also created a thought in his mind. That in tu rn generated sound in his mouth, which 
took the form first, of just sounds, and later of w ords. The energy initiated a vibration of  
the vocal chords, which manifested as a simple, ton al frequency. Changes in the levels of 
energy created tones of more frequencies. The frequ encies themselves fell into pleasing  
intervals that ultimately constituted the octave of  music The octave had the  added charm 
of harmony with each higher or lower octave. Withou t the burden of words and meaning, it 
created the world of music. It should be no surpris e that while the Rig Veda built around 
word and meaning, the Sama Veda was built around so und and music ! And it was 
inevitable that Time, seen in the rhythm and durati on of breathing should soon regulate 
these vibrations in the spaces of the vocal passage , and regulate the meter of poetry and 
Raga and Tala, the melody and rhythm of music !  Th e stage was set for man  not only to 
receive but originate and transmit sound as song an d speech, through which knowledge 
and experience could be shared and disseminated. He re then was an assignment of words 

to represent everyone and everything, an  emergence  of  the world of n¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pa (nam ãpnam ãpnam ãpnam ãp) 

(2), the world of Name and Form. Be it remembered t hat Name and Form are an 
inseparable pair of internal representations in the  mind of the external physical world. Be 
it remembered too that the Stotras, especially the Sahasranamas, the ancient compilations 
of a thousand Names and Forms of each of several de ities, was a simple way of  getting 
the highest of ideas, ideals and values of existenc e, internalized in the minds of the last 
mass of common people.  .    
 
 From  the tones that carried no meaning, to words that carried meaning was but a 
short step, accomplished by energy applied to the d ifferent anatomical structures of the 
mouth. The first sound when the mouth was opened be came quite naturally, the sound of 
the letter A or its equivalent in all languages. As  the mouth started closing, the sound 
morphed into the sound of the letter U. And when th e mouth was closed the sound 
became the closing sound of the letter M. If contin ued, this sound could  become the hum 
that retained its relationship to music ! Here then  was the articulation of the first word 
“AUM” proclaimed by the Vedas  as the very first manifestation of the Divine thro ugh 
Sound as the Word ! Of course, the mouth continued to use the different parts of its 
anatomical structure to give further shapes and str esses to create more sounds. It used 
the throat, palate, tongue, teeth and lips to creat e the guttural, cerebral, palatal  dental and 
labial consonants that could then create the basic components of speech, now common to 
virtually every  language spoken by man.   
  
 



At a level of structural detail, the Indian ancient s developed the alphabet in terms of  the 

syllable called the akºaraakºaraakºaraakºara (AXrAXrAXrAXr) ) ) ) (3)    or  “imperishable” unit of sound, comprised of  the  

vya!janavya!janavya!janavya!jana    (Ûy|jn)Ûy|jn)Ûy|jn)Ûy|jn)    (4)    or consonant and the  svarasvarasvarasvara  (ÞvrÞvrÞvrÞvr) (5) or  vowel. Interestingly, in 

Tamil, the Consonant is represented in Tamil by the  word Mey, which means body, and the 
Vowel, by the word Uyir which means life. The Conso nant  is thus seen as an inert body 
that can come to life only with a Vowel.  One of th e most remarkable features here was the 
presentation by the ancient linguists  of the main Consonants in what is called the Varga  
structure, a 5 x 5 matrix,  as set out below. What is interesting is that the pattern of 
pronunciation of the letters remains the same when pronounced within rows and within 
the columns of the matrix .   

ka  kha  ga  gha   ṅa  

ca  cha  ja   jha  ña  
ṭa  ṭha  ḍa  ḍha  na  
ta  tha  da  dha  ṇa  
pa  pha  ba  bha               ma  

 What is even more interesting is that these five g roups appear in the same order 
in which the sounds are generated as they emerge in  the vocal passage, starting with the 
throat, and through the palate, tongue, and teeth a nd ending at  the lips. This is why they 
are referred to the gutturals, cerebrals, palatals,  dentals and labials respectively.  But 
what is truly remarkable is that these concepts acc epted as standard  today in modern 
linguistics, appeared for the first time over 3000 years ago in the Shiksha  texts of the 
Vedic corpus in India.  

 These structures were designed to ensure the preser vation of  pronunciation and 
accent of the Vedas  as accurately as possible, which sprang from  the firm belief that the 
potency of their mantras lay in their sound when pr onounced correctly. Portions of the 
Vedantic literature elucidate the evolution of soun d in creation. The activation by Prana , 
the primordial Energy, of Sound and the faculty of Speech in the early stages of cosmic 
creation is vividly described in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.  Primal sound is referred to 

as ¹a¹a¹a¹abda brahman  (SÖd b#’n�SÖd b#’n�SÖd b#’n�SÖd b#’n�) (6) - God as word". Closely related to this is th e concept of 

n¡da brahmann¡da brahmann¡da brahmann¡da brahman (nad b#’n�nad b#’n�nad b#’n�nad b#’n�) (7) - God as sound. “ n¡dan¡dan¡dan¡da” , a Sanskrit word meaning "sound", is 

related to the term nad ī, "river", figuratively denoting the stream of cons ciousness - a 
concept that goes back to the Rig Veda . Thus, the relationship between sound and 
consciousness has long been recorded in India's anc ient literature. Vedic texts, in fact, 
describe sound as the pre-eminent means for attaini ng higher, spiritual consciousness. 

mantras  (mÓæOmÓæOmÓæOmÓæO) (8), or sacred sounds, are used to pierce through  sensual, mental and 

intellectual levels of existence (all lower strata of consciousness) for the purpose of 
purification and reach into the  spiritual level fo r its enlightenment. It was thus that  the 
disciplines of the Vedangas  set out to explain the organic  linkage between th e Prana  or 
divine energy that initiates life,  and its onward emergence through thought and speech 
into meaning. This clearly  enables us to trace thi s linkage back through this chain and 
link us to the divine source.  Modern practitioners , like Hans Jenny have  claimed  to have 
demonstrated by experiments  that the sounds of San skrit phonemes (aksharas) have a 
tangible effect on the mind, intellect, and auditor y nerves of those who chant or hear them.  
  
The world has no more fascinating story than that o f the origin of sound from the hour-
glass shaped drum, the Damaru , played by Siva  to provide the melodic beat of his celestial 
dance that unleashed the energy of all Creation. It  created not only all matter, but provided 
the  rhythms of all existence from the heart beat o f living organisms to the motions of the 
Sun and the stars, and all the sounds from which ca me all speech and song. It is 



interesting to note that modern Physics should now be deeply engaged in one of its most 
ambitious, cooperative world efforts at CERN in Gen eva in utilizing energy to simulate the 
creation of the most fundamental particles of sub-a tomic matter. What is even more 
interesting is that a two-meter tall statue of Siva  in his Cosmic Dance, gifted by India in 
2004 now stands installed at the Headquarters of CE RN. Could this be admission of a  
slow convergence of  the empirical Reason of modern  Science and the intuitive Reason of  
ancient India ?.  Fritjof Capra describes this in t he following beautiful words : “ The 
metaphor of the Cosmic Dance thus unifies ancient m ythology, religious art and modern 
Physics”  

 

 Let us now look at how our Mind responds to the pr omptings of the external world 
through two of our faculties, sound and sight. Thes e faculties  are in constant, concurrent  
play throughout our waking lives and thereby, estab lishes a dynamic interplay between 
our inner world of the mind and the outer world of nature, and  integrating them virtually 
into a single world of existence.   Many would have  it that the sound channel is open and 
in operation in us even before we are born. They wo uld suggest that this is evidenced by  
the astonishing knowledge levels sometimes displaye d by precocious children hardly out 
of infancy. Traditional beliefs in India therefore encouraged expectant mothers to regularly 
recite various Stotras not only for their own benef it but for the benefit of the foetus within 
them. Be that as it may, it is generally recognized  that from a very early age children start 
their learning processes first with sounds, later r esponding to hearing with speech, then 
start  associating objects and activities with word s and these lead them into the full-
fledged skills of two way communication.  

 Communication can of course take several forms. Wi thout sight or sound it could 
use the sense of touch as in the case of the blind.  With  just sight alone,  it could take the 
form of gesture and sign and finally of dance.  Wit h sound, it could take the form of the 
rhythm of drums, music of string and wind instrumen ts and song and speech of the voice. 
Speech of course becomes the most powerful mode of  two-way communication, and 
thereby opens a world of more easily  shared values   or articulated experiences. Speech 

has therefore a place of centrality in the Vedas, i ndeed invested with a divine status of v¡cv¡cv¡cv¡c    

(vac�)vac�)vac�)vac�) (9) a Goddess. But it is important to remember tha t meaning  resides in the Vedas , 

not only in their words, but also the stresses, rhy thms and pitch levels with which those 
words are articulated. Meaning would reside at the same time, in other sounds and the 
ritual activity that would appear to be inseparable  from their words or sounds. One could 
understand a word in some sense, but not the sense implied by the accompanying action 
which are seen to add a contextual extension to the  meaning.  Mantras  would thus appear 
to be word-action composites that  could, indeed ha d, to be simply repeated for their 
power, rather than understood for their meaning. Me ticulous repetition, requiring intense 
memorizing  became a critical need, resulting in fa ith in their power rather than their 
meaning.  
 
 There are some other basic aspects to the structur e and content of the Vedas that  
have a critical bearing on how we are to study them  to discover their meanings. First we 
need to note that the Rig Veda is the acknowledged source of the other three Vedas, The 
word became in them, the principal vehicle of highe r knowledge. In the absence of special 
words that could describe their visions, the seers used words of common parlance,  that 
applied to common experiences. The special contextu al meanings remained in their 
minds, and only a disciple could learn directly fro m the seers what they meant. The words 
they used were also invariably assembled and struct ured as poetry. Each hymn they 
composed was always prefaced with the name of the d eity addressed by it, the name of 

the seer who composed it and the meter of   poetry in which it was set.  Candas  (cÓds�cÓds�cÓds�cÓds�)  (10) 



or poetic meter was itself invested with an exalted  status, often equated to the Veda itself, 
indicating that the words were so structured as to indicate something very special, or 
holding some special power.  The hymns themselves f ell into two types, one simply 
composed in praise of a god or a power of nature, a nd the other structured as a ritualistic 
offering to the gods in return for material rewards  or blessings. The ritualistic hymns were 
then  imported into the other Vedas, with the Yajur  Veda elaborating the physical details of 
the rituals and the Sama Veda, prescribing the musi cal forms in which they were to be 
recited. The rendering of the Sama Veda made extens ive use of sounds like Om, vowels 
and other sounds,  called Stobhas, of varying frequ encies that apparently carried no 
meaning but filled in prescribed time intervals to subserve the meter and the melody. The 
later development of Indian music systems are trace d back to these renderings of the 
Sama Veda . Rituals were then woven around the poetry of the Rig, the procedures of the 
Yajur and the chants of the Sama. It was the appeal, power and purpose of these rit ualistic 
add-ons that ultimately acquired the phenomenal pop ular and unquestioning acceptance 
and following that created the huge structures and following of Hinduism through the later 
millennia. 
 
 An important  outcome of these developments was th e establishment of a deep 
dichotomous separation of word from meaning and a d istinction between their meaning 
and power in the acceptance of the Vedas.  The unde rstanding of the meaning of the word 
was confined to the mind of the seer and scholar, t o be passed on orally from teacher to 

student, guruguruguruguru to  to  to  to siºyasiºyasiºyasiºya (g¤â ¢sÝyg¤â ¢sÝyg¤â ¢sÝyg¤â ¢sÝy), (11). On the other hand,  recitation of the word  was tightly 

bound to the performance of the associated ritual, and the activity  passed into the hands 
of the priest,  to be passed on orally perhaps from  father to son, and as a rigid discipline 
not necessarily with an understanding of the higher  or inner meaning.   It was not until the 
stage of the Upanishads that meaning started acquir ing centrality and wider acceptance. 
Attention to higher meaning of the Vedas got starte d as stated earlier, with the Upanishads 
at the final stages of the canonization of the Veda corpus but the willingness to break out 
from the hold of ritual had really to wait for the later Darshanikas  or Philosophers. The 

content and intent of the Mantras  and the  Stotras  (ÞtaEæOÞtaEæOÞtaEæOÞtaEæO) (12) that  described all Forms of 

Existence,  present an awe-inspiring perspective.  
 
 When we listen to the content of the Vedic texts, our difficulty is twofold. One, we 
may not know Sanskrit. And two, even if we know San skrit, we do not know what the 
ancient composers had in their minds and wished to communicate. Be it remembered that 
what was in their minds were experiences or percept ions of a different  order which they 
could not, or possibly, chose not, to communicate i n simpler or more direct language. But 
there were enough indications in whatever they did say, to indicate that their experiences 
and perceptions were of a higher  order.  
 
 And it was also clear that the words themselves, r ather than the sentences, may 
have carried what they had in mind, and it is in th eir minds  where we might have to seek 
meaning of their words. Their words seemed to proli ferate with meaning as easily as 
words do into sentences, or just as numbers are see n to proliferate in size. This is 
precisely where scholars with the western mindset a nd related approaches to the logic of 
linguistics, missed their way. They missed meanings  in words, and  sought them in 
sentences, which often turned out to be meaningless  by the standards of common speech.  
The perceptive scholar, Frits Staal makes the point  that  Mantras do not carry meaning in 
the sense that we understand, but he emphasises tha t they clearly carry a lot of power, 
readily seen in the awesome hold they have had over   the Indian masses over millennia. 
The Indian tradition would consider that meaning la y precisely in the power. The Indian 
mind seemed to be quite  comfortable in a context w here each discrete, transient external  
sound of a word would simply point to a range of me anings in the mind, from which they 
could pick and choose on the basis of, not textual,  but contextual  experience. This is what 



the great ancient grammarians like Panini  and Patanjali  meant when they said that the 
number  of the external words of speech was finite while the range of their meanings in the 
mind, comprising language was infinite.  And it mus t be noted too, that beyond that, 
meanings seem to merge  within the mind as an unbro ken continuum of shades, from 
which any specific shade could be picked and articu lated by whatever word would 
adequately, if not exactly serve the immediate purp ose of communication.   
 
 A remarkable  commonality across humanity is seen to characterize a great part of 
their observation and articulation of what people s aw, sensed, thought, and perceived, 
though not necessarily in the same or similar words . This is seen in respect of their 
observations of nature, as well as human nature, wh ere physical facts and psychological 
experiences shared a great deal of commonality acro ss people, across region  and across 
centuries, like the identity of the Sun, Moon, Plan ets, Stars, Seasons, Months and Days, or 
the human experiences of joy, sorrow, love, hate or  hope and despair. This commonality is 
seen in also the structure and content and the syll abic articulations  of their languages, 
the metric structures of poetry,  tonal  structures  of music and the concept content of their 
stories, legends, myths, and  scriptures. The commo nality is seen to occur even without 
physical contact between peoples, though of course,  contact can be seen to influence or 
deepen the commonality to extend into word structur es of languages. Thus words as 
expressions of quantity under the decimal system ar e seen to cut across cultures and  the 
millenia, as will be readily seen in the following table of words for the numbers from 1 to 
10 in the Indo-European languages.  

THE NAMES OF THE NUMERALS IN NINE INDO-EUROPEAN LAN GUAGES 

ENGLI
SH 

SANSK
RIT 

PERSI
AN 

GREEK LATIN LITHUANI
AN 

CELTI
C 

GOTH
IC 

GERM
AN 

ONE EKA YAK ELS UNUS VINAS ONE AINS EINS 

TWO DVA DU DUO DUO DVY DAU TWAI ZWEI 

THREE TRI SIH TRELS TRES TRYS TRI THREI
S 

DREI 

FOUR CATUR CHAH
AR 

TERSSAR
ES 

QUATT
AR 

KETURI CETH
IR 

FIDW
R 

VIER 

FIVE PANCA PANJ PENTE QUINQ
UE 

PENKI COIC FIMF FUNF 

SIX SHAT SHASH EZ SEX SZEZI SE SAIHS SECHS 

SEVEN SAPTA HAFT EPTA SEPTE
M 

SEPTYNI SECH
T 

SIBU
N 

SIEBE
N 

EIGHT ASHTA
U 

HASHT OKTO OCTO ASZTUAN
I 

OCHT AHTA
U 

ACHT 

NINE NAVA NUH ENNEA NOVEM DEVYNI NOI NIUN NEUN 

TEN DASHA DAH DEKA DECEM DESZIMT DEIC
H 

TAIHU
N 

ZEHN 

 

Word commonality is seen to extend beyond the names  of numbers. The word “ chakra ” 
of the Rig Veda finds a cognate  echo in the Greek “kuklos”, the La tin “circus” and the 
English “Cycle” The Sanskrit “ Agn i” and the English “ignite” clearly share the same 
reference to fire. Other examples ; 

Sanskrit  English  Greek   Latin 



Asti    Is   esti   est 

Sapta    Seven   Hepta   September 

Pada   Pedal   Pedon                  Pedis 

The commonality is seen to  extend even into gramma tical constructions like 
declensions and conjugations as may be seen from th e following  :  

Sanskrit : agnis – agnim – agnibhyas 

Latin :        ignis- ignem- ignibus 

This commonality was first noted and highlighted in  1786 by Sir William Jones in his 
book “The Sanskrit Language”. A great scholar who w as a Judge of the Supreme Court 
in India, was so fascinated by India’s ancient heri tage that he founded the Asiatic Society 
in Calcutta in 1784. The following is his most quot ed passage, establishing him as one of 
the great founders of  the science  of comparative linguistics appeared in his third 
annual discourse before the Asiatic Society on the history and culture of the Hindus 
(delivered on 2 February 1786 and published in 1788 )  

The Sanscrit language, whatever be its antiquity, i s of a wonderful structure; more 
perfect than the Greek, more copious than the Latin , and more exquisitely refined than 
either, yet bearing to both of them a stronger affi nity, both in the roots of verbs and the 
forms of grammar, than could possibly have been pro duced by accident; so strong 
indeed, that no philologer could examine them all t hree, without believing them to have 
sprung from some common source, which, perhaps, no longer exists; there is a similar 
reason, though not quite so forcible, for supposing  that both the Gothic and the Celtic, 
though blended with a very different idiom, had the  same origin with the Sanscrit; and 
the old Persian might be added to the same family. 

 Vast scholarly studies subsequently led to a gener al consensus of a common 
origin for this vast family of what are called the Indo-European languages, where there is 
universal unanimity that Sanskrit has led the way i n terms of the earliest and most 
sophisticated and scientific advances in the field of linguistics. The general consensus 
advanced, though without certainty  is that the ori gin was in the region in Central Asia, 
referred to by the acronym BMAC, standing for Bactr ian-Margiana-Archeological-
Complex. Its peoples are considered to have fanned out south into  Asia and west into 
Europe, with their language evolving  in their diff erent destinations into two Asiatic 
groups and six European groups, viz. 

(a) the Indian (Sanskrit, the Prakrits and Pali) an d  the Iranian; and 

(b) the European covering the Keltic, Hellenic, Ita lic, Teutonic, Slavonic and 
Lithuanian   

 It is the languages of these two groups that have come to be covered by the 
umbrella title of Indo-European, and they are disti nguished from a second major group 
centered south of the European group, around Asia M inor, Arabia and Africa, referred to 
as the Semitic.   

 The development of speech and language mark a majo r milestone in human 
advancement. Communication through speech leads to vast enrichment of the Mind 
through widely shared experiences. Yet, however ric h the Mind might be in worldly 
experiences, there still remains the problem of how  he uses or misuses these 
experiences. Humans still remain subject to the pla y of several external and internal 
forces that have a powerful impact on how they thin k or act and relate to each other or 



the environment around him. These are forces of Nat ure and more especially, Human 
Nature, and it is to the play of these forces, the world of Prakrti , that we now turn our 
attention. 

 

------------------------------------------ 



Chapter 5 : Nature :  prak¤tiprak¤tiprak¤tiprak¤ti : p#k]¢ : p#k]¢ : p#k]¢ : p#k]¢tttt    

    
I am not a Hindu, Nor a Muslim am I! 

I am this body, a play of five elements;  
A drama of the spirit dancing  

With joy and sorrow. 
----  Kabir (1440-1518) 

    
 
 The First Cause of all the Existence that we know,  was 
considered an undefinable, ultimate Supreme from wh ich it emanated. 
This concept found its very first  expression in hu man history over 
4000 years ago, in the Rig Veda in the verse : 
 

Rig Veda : X - 129  

kamÞtdg"E smvtIta¢D mnsaE rEt: p#Tm| ydass£t¯ .kamÞtdg"E smvtIta¢D mnsaE rEt: p#Tm| ydass£t¯ .kamÞtdg"E smvtIta¢D mnsaE rEt: p#Tm| ydass£t¯ .kamÞtdg"E smvtIta¢D mnsaE rEt: p#Tm| ydass£t¯ .    

staE bÓD¤ms¢t ¢nr¢vÓdÓ¶¢d p#t£Ýya kvyaE mn£xastaE bÓD¤ms¢t ¢nr¢vÓdÓ¶¢d p#t£Ýya kvyaE mn£xastaE bÓD¤ms¢t ¢nr¢vÓdÓ¶¢d p#t£Ýya kvyaE mn£xastaE bÓD¤ms¢t ¢nr¢vÓdÓ¶¢d p#t£Ýya kvyaE mn£xa .. 4 .. .. 4 .. .. 4 .. .. 4 ..    

k¡mastadagn¦ samavartat¡dhi manas§ r¦ta: prathama! yad¡sas¢t k¡mastadagn¦ samavartat¡dhi manas§ r¦ta: prathama! yad¡sas¢t k¡mastadagn¦ samavartat¡dhi manas§ r¦ta: prathama! yad¡sas¢t k¡mastadagn¦ samavartat¡dhi manas§ r¦ta: prathama! yad¡sas¢t     

sat§ bandhumasati niravindanh¤di prat¢ºy¡ kavay§ man¢º¡ ..sat§ bandhumasati niravindanh¤di prat¢ºy¡ kavay§ man¢º¡ ..sat§ bandhumasati niravindanh¤di prat¢ºy¡ kavay§ man¢º¡ ..sat§ bandhumasati niravindanh¤di prat¢ºy¡ kavay§ man¢º¡ ..    
In the beginning, desire, the first seed of mind, a rose in That. Poet-
seers, searching in their hearts with wisdom, found  the bond of 
existence in non-existence. 
 
  
 This verse means that  the intuition of the ancien t Poet-Seers 
led them to see Existence emerging from Non-Existen ce. It was a 
desire that Manifested from the Unmanifest,  Idam  that manifested from 
Tat. More simply stated, and more specifically in a hu man context,  
creation or activity, is as an act of Will is an ex pression of power as a 
desire emanating from the Mind,  The ancient Seers used the word  

¹akti¹akti¹akti¹akti    for power, which took three forms : icch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti icch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti icch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti icch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti 

kriy¡ ¹aktikriy¡ ¹aktikriy¡ ¹aktikriy¡ ¹akti    (iÅCa S¢³ åOan S¢³ ¢@ya S¢³iÅCa S¢³ åOan S¢³ ¢@ya S¢³iÅCa S¢³ åOan S¢³ ¢@ya S¢³iÅCa S¢³ åOan S¢³ ¢@ya S¢³)  (1). These are 

respectively,  the power of the Will, of Knowledge and of Activity. 
These words were also the names of the Universal Mo ther who was 



regarded as having emerged from the cidagniku²+a cidagniku²+a cidagniku²+a cidagniku²+a (¢cd¢g"k[Îf¢cd¢g"k[Îf¢cd¢g"k[Îf¢cd¢g"k[Îf) (2), 

the fire altar of the First Sacrifice conducted by the Divine for initiating 
the process of Creation. The fire altar symbolises Energy emerging 
from Divine Consciousness. The Mother was therefore  regarded as the 
source of  power of all Creation.  
 
 Iccha Shakti is the power of the Will,  expressed as a desire, that  
provides the  first impetus to initiate  change of energy from one form 
to another. The first such change by aggregation of  energy into inert 
matter where  energy remains in a passive, potentia l state. The next 
change of energy is into the kinetic state that kin dles active life 
elements of biology in plants with the added elemen t of mobility in 
animals; and a final change is introduce the consci ousness elements 
that constituted the instinct,  mind, and intellect  elements of 
consciousness in man.  Here then is the origin and emergence from 
the Unmanifest, from an impetus of its Will, throug h the Mother of all 
Creation, of  the Manifest in a vast range of Forms .  For ease of 
managing all these Form in our minds, we label them  with Names.  
Behind all these processes  is the pervasive  prese nce of the Higher 
Consciousness, which in the human personality, whic h gives us a 
sense of Existence and helps us to  manage our live s  and understand  
their purpose. 
 
Here then, is a vast Consciousness which creates a vast Existence 
hosting a vast variety of Forms, Names and Activiti es of both Nature 
and Human Nature. At the same time it enables us to  be  conscious of 
all this. We also see at once that  life or the lar ger existence of which it 
is a small part, is marked by unending activity inv olving unceasing 
change. It would therefore seem natural, or even in evitable, that 
sooner or later, we would ask ourselves the questio n, What is the 
purpose of our existence  or the larger Existence c reated by the Higher 
Consciousness? After all, activity for its own sake , without a purpose 
would seem to be meaningless. We are able to see th at even a  body of 
Nature like the Sun shines endlessly and ceaselessl y, and yet does 
fulfill a vital cosmic purpose of providing energy to support existence. 
Who then was this remarkable Designer who designed this remarkable 
totality of Existence and for what purpose ? 
 
 One philosophical answer given by the ancients, fo r want of a 
better one, was that He engaged in all this as a Di vine Play for His own 
entertainment. Brahma Sutra 2-1-32 says : 

laEkväO¤ l£lakWvÚym� 

l§kavattu l¢l¡kaivalyaml§kavattu l¢l¡kaivalyaml§kavattu l¢l¡kaivalyaml§kavattu l¢l¡kaivalyam    



Brahman’s creative activity is merely a pastime 
 

Being a single Supreme Existence, he engaged himsel f in his solitude, 
with play, and may have chosen to  build Worlds, dr awing on His 
Infinite resources of Space and Time and Energy as His building 
blocks. The Designer being possessed of an Omniscie nt 
Consciousness and an Omnipotent Power,  could have fashioned this 
Finite Existence  and invested different parts of i t with limited  degrees 
of Consciousness and Power.   He could then watch h ow well man so 
endowed, could evolve from the Human level and atta in to the level of 
the Divine and thus return back to Him. This seemed  to be a simplistic 
but certainly fascinating  guess of the Purpose of the Designer, Could 
our evolution to a higher state then be the purpose  of our existence ? 
Such a purpose was certainly appealing.  
  
 We see that Activity and the Energy from which it springs, result  
in Change that is unremitting and endless, Modern P hysics expresses 
this in different words as The Law of Conservation of Energy. We are 
familiar with the fact that  energy  operates throu gh time and  changes 
from one form to another, to serve our purposes, ty pically as 
electricity changes into heat and light. Physics te lls us too, that energy 
can take the form of  a wave or a particle. Matter aggregates into vast 
forms of matter, big and small, living and lifeless , and changes from 
one form to another, thereby giving existence its c haracteristics of  
unremitting change and transient states.  We can no w begin to look at 

this total environment of Nature under the name, prak¤tiprak¤tiprak¤tiprak¤ti : p#k]¢t : p#k]¢t : p#k]¢t : p#k]¢t    (3),  

given by the ancients,  a name that also encompasse s Human Nature.  
With this understanding, we  may now  proceed furth er and focus on 
human lives and activities.  
 
 We see that man’s life is marked by unceasing acti vity and 
change. One part of it’s activity relates to involu ntary processes of his 
body, like the heart-beat, his breathing or digesti on, or the more 
leisurely process of simple aging. These processes,  seemingly 
mechanical, nevertheless serve the vital purpose of  sustaining life. But 
a more unique aspect of man’s activity is that a la rge part of it is also 
subject to his voluntary control, investing it with  an element of 
conscious choice. His mind though unceasing in its activity,  can 
nevertheless be channeled into structured chains of  thought. His 
emotions likewise, often uncontrollable, do neverth eless admit to 
some measure of control.  
 
 There is however, one aspect of all of man’s activ ities that is 
critical in shaping what he is or may become. The s imple fact is that 
man’s actions have their own reactions, always inev itable,  and often 
equal and opposite, much as stated by Newton’s Law,  suggesting a 



process operating similarly across not only Nature but Human Nature 
as well. What we need to specially note is how perv asive is this reach 
of Action and Reaction. The Action may originate in ternally in the Mind 
or externally in Nature and the Reaction may manife st  internally or 
externally. They could occur  even at both levels i n what could well be 
a continuum.  The Action and Reaction could be Phys ical, Mental or 
Emotional or a mix of all three. The Reaction could  impact on the 
person who initiated the Action, or could impact on  other persons or 
on objects of the environment. And beyond all this,  the Action and 
Reaction initiates a never-ending chain of cause an d effect where each 
effect in turn  becomes a cause. This chain so pers ists through Space 
and Time that we may simply be unable to pinpoint o ne particular 
cause as leading to one particular effect. The chai n could indeed go 
back in time to periods simply described as past li ves. This could be 
understood more easily, as referring to earlier gen erations of the 
individual’s family. Here the cause-effect chain co uld be understood 
as being  maintained down the generations through t he genetic chain. 
Here then is  the origin of what we might describe as a genetic 
predisposition to attitudes and motivations that in fluence  actions in 
the present.  And here also possibly is the framewo rk of a vast Law 
governing all actions and reactions of all of Exist ence, comprised of 
both Nature and Human Nature, across Space and Time , and going far 
beyond Newton’s Law. The Indian ancients called thi s the Law of 

KarmaKarmaKarmaKarma    (kmIkmIkmIkmI ) (4).         . 

 
 We come now to a more detailed view of how the anc ients 
explained these forces and processes, especially in  the context of 
Human Nature. The forces of Action and Reaction occ urring in an 
equal and opposite manner explained all the pairs o f opposites that 
characterized all experience : the physical feeling s of hot and cold, the 
mental states of clarity and confusion, the emotion al opposites of love 
and hate or the ethical conflicts of right and wron g. The ancients 
referred to these opposite pairs of effects, by the  Sanskrit word 

“Dvandva”  (¹Ó¹¹Ó¹¹Ó¹¹Ó¹), (5) somewhat like the English word “dichotomy.” 

They went on to attribute these effects to three gu²asgu²asgu²asgu²as    or forces or 

tendencies respectively called sattvasattvasattvasattva,,,, rajas rajas rajas rajas    and tamas tamas tamas tamas    (säv rjs� säv rjs� säv rjs� säv rjs� 

tms�tms�tms�tms�) (6).   Of these, Rajas makes for Positive dynamis m. Tamas for 

Negative Inertia, and Sattva for a Neutral state of  Balance or Harmony. 
These forces pervade every facet of an individual’s  personality, his 
outlook, attitudes, temperament, motivation, and ev en his food 



preferences. They do indeed mesh into the Action-Re action chain 

across the whole of prak¤tprak¤tprak¤tprak¤tiiii, controlled by the Law of  Karma .          
 

 Yet it is critical also to understand that while t he gu²asgu²asgu²asgu²as may 

provide a strong predisposition, springing from act ions of the past, we 
still have, or at least seem to have, the privilege  of a choice between 
actions in the present, that have beneficial or har mful effects. Any 
tendency, good or bad, is clearly strengthened or w eakened by the 
choices we make, good or bad, as the case may be. T his is precisely 
the situation described in the Gita , when Arjuna asks Krishna, why, 
despite an awareness of right or wrong, the mind of  man, is seemingly 
impelled into wrong-doing, and how is one to cope w ith this situation. 
Krishna replies that, without doubt, this is  becau se of the powerful 
compulsions imposed by the Gunas, but it is neverth eless possible to 

overcome them by constant meditative Practice, abhy¡saabhy¡saabhy¡saabhy¡sa    (A×yasA×yasA×yasA×yas) (7) 

and Detachment, vair¡gyavair¡gyavair¡gyavair¡gya    (vWraÂyvWraÂyvWraÂyvWraÂy) (8) 

    

As|Sy| mhabahaE mnaE Ñ¤¢nIg#h| clm� .As|Sy| mhabahaE mnaE Ñ¤¢nIg#h| clm� .As|Sy| mhabahaE mnaE Ñ¤¢nIg#h| clm� .As|Sy| mhabahaE mnaE Ñ¤¢nIg#h| clm� .    

A×yasEn t¤ k¬ÓtEy vWraÂyEN c g¦/tE .. 6A×yasEn t¤ k¬ÓtEy vWraÂyEN c g¦/tE .. 6A×yasEn t¤ k¬ÓtEy vWraÂyEN c g¦/tE .. 6A×yasEn t¤ k¬ÓtEy vWraÂyEN c g¦/tE .. 6−−−−35 ..35 ..35 ..35 ..    

asa!¹aya! mah¡b¡h§ man§ durnigraha! calam .asa!¹aya! mah¡b¡h§ man§ durnigraha! calam .asa!¹aya! mah¡b¡h§ man§ durnigraha! calam .asa!¹aya! mah¡b¡h§ man§ durnigraha! calam .    

abhy¡s¦na tu kaunt¦ya vair¡gy¦²abhy¡s¦na tu kaunt¦ya vair¡gy¦²abhy¡s¦na tu kaunt¦ya vair¡gy¦²abhy¡s¦na tu kaunt¦ya vair¡gy¦²a ca g¤hyat¦a ca g¤hyat¦a ca g¤hyat¦a ca g¤hyat¦ . . . .The mind is 

restless no doubt, and difficult to curb, O mighty armed one 
(Arjuna); but it can be brought under control by re peated 
practice of meditation and by the exercise of detac hment, O 
Kaunteya (Arjuna). (Bhagavad Gita VI- 35) 

    
 All discussion of all these aspects of action or a ctivity of 
course,  brings us back to the fundamental  questio n with which this 
Chapter started : For what Purpose, for Whose benef it ? Clearly we get 
two choices  - one, where the benefit is for onesel f, and the other, for 
the benefit of others. The choices can be described  as selfish and 
selfless, and here we see at once that they support  respectively,  a 
narrow transient benefit for oneself, often at the expense of others and 
a wider enduring collective benefit for many. The l atter would clearly 
conform to the purposes of the Divine, the Designer  of this existence 
as described earlier : to give man the power of cho ice and shape his 
own destiny : and either descend into the conflicts  of the demoniac 
state  or ascend to harmonies of the divine state.  



 
 Selfishness proceeds from a terrible misconception  of the 
identity of self, arising from the question Who am I ? Am I this 
separate perishable body which the perishable mind thinks it is ? Or 
am I a part of an indivisible imperishable Eternal Consciousness of 
which we are all part and are also but vaguely cons cious  ?  Should we  
assume this mistaken identity and let this physical  body submit to the 
forces of the three Gunas  and their play of opposites and opt for the 
wrong alternatives they offer ? Or should we seek t o free ourselves 
from this false identity and return to our true lar ger identity by opting 
for the right alternatives that bring benefit to th e many ? If the latter, 
then how can we go about even during the transient lifetimes where 
the false identity clamours for acceptance and cont rol and drives us 
into wrong choices ? But to reach higher levels of understanding, we 
need to test all  experience of this existence for truth and lasting value, 
and reject much of it with the interesting expressi on coined by the 

ancients, n¦ti n¦tin¦ti n¦tin¦ti n¦tin¦ti n¦ti    ((((nE¢t nE¢tnE¢t nE¢tnE¢t nE¢tnE¢t nE¢t) ( 9) meaning Not This - Not This.  We 

still need to understand a lot more about actions a nd reactions, and 
causes and effects that make up human experience an d existence. We 
need to understand that that ultimate understanding  cannot come 
from the superficial experiences of the mind of the  external world but 
from the unexplored experiences of the higher inner  faculties of the  
human personality. More answers on those faculties are given by 
Krishna in the later Chapters of the Gita, which fo llow in our next 
Chapter, which addresses the role of Knowledge and Wisdom. 
 
 

------------------------------------------ 
 
  

 
 
 



Chapter  6 : Knowledge – Wisdom :  j±¡na vij±¡naj±¡na vij±¡naj±¡na vij±¡naj±¡na vij±¡na    : åOan ¢vå åOan ¢vå åOan ¢vå åOan ¢våOanOanOanOan    

                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                What we have learned                             

                                                                                                                                        Is like a handful of earth;     
What we have yet to learn 

                                                                                         Is like the w hole world. 
  

----  Avvaiyar (13 th Century) 

    
 The senses of Sight, Hearing, Smell, Taste and Touc h provide 
humans with a powerful interface for interaction wi th the external world. 
They capture all external  physical experiences and  present them as reality 

to  man’s mind : manasmanasmanasmanas    mns� mns� mns� mns� (1) The senses however have physical 

limitations to their reach, though, man, in his ing enuity, is able to devise 
and provide instrumental aids that can vastly exten d their reach, though 
only up to a point. But apart from the world of phy sical objects, the senses 
register a whole world of experiences from inter-pe rsonal relationships that 
exercise a profound influence on the different face ts of an individual’s 
personality. They are relationships of sex, parenth ood and of friends and 
foes. Even here, these experiences are limited to s mall numbers of people 
that one comes into contact with.  The experiences that the mind registers 
are therefore partial, indeed real, but certainly n ot total.  The mind can 
therefore reach only a level of tentative, provisio nal understanding of what 
may be considered total or ultimate reality.     
 
 The mind records, classifies, recalls, compares, c ontrasts and 
processes in many ways, all the information it rece ives, and the computers 
of today are designed to operate in much the same w ay. But what the 
senses contribute and how the mind responds go far beyond operating as 
mechanical processes. Several emotional factors com e into play that 
colour the incoming experiences and the mind’s resp onses as pleasant or 
unpleasant. The last chapter referred to a host of conflicting pairs of 
attitudinal forces unleashed by the three Gunas  that virtually enslaves the 
mind by repetitive emphasis and insistence. Compuls ions imposed by the 
external world of experience can tear a person apar t as it were, till sooner 
or later his suffering is so great that the Mind it self cries for help. 
 
 It is at this stage that an inner faculty higher t han the Mind comes 
into play and offers to relieve the Mind from the s uffering of these conflicts. 

This faculty is referred to as the buddhibuddhibuddhibuddhi    (b¤¢¼b¤¢¼b¤¢¼b¤¢¼) (2),  and it is able to see things 

in perspective, with what may be called an Inner Ey e, possessed  of a 
higher sense of sight, which we would call Insight.  The enslavement of the 



Mind through the senses to the external world is so  strong, that  recourse 
to the Buddhi is momentary unless driven, as Krishn a explained, by `the 
hard course of detachment. In the fortunate, who ar e spared the cruel 
compulsions of life or in the case of those who rem ain a detached witness 
to them, the Buddhi appears ever-active and ever-pr esent. Voices of the 
Buddhi emanate in most cases from others rather tha n oneself : most often 
a parent, a well-wisher or a guru , and of course, though rarely, from an 
Avatar  like Krishna. 
 
 The empirical level of relative Knowledge of the Manas  may be 

referred to j±¡naj±¡naj±¡naj±¡na,  while the higher level of more discriminative Kn owledge 

of the buddhibuddhibuddhibuddhi  may be referred to as vij±¡navij±¡navij±¡navij±¡na. It is to the development of a 

more assertive role of the Buddhi  and therefore to the establishment of this 

level of vij±¡navij±¡navij±¡navij±¡na that Krishna now turns in his teaching. Abhy ¡¡¡¡sa or practice 

involves a repeated invocation of the Buddhi  till it is established as a habit. 
We need to reflect on the play of the opposites imp osed on us by the 
forces of the three Gunas , and how submission to them  destroys the 
Buddhi , our power of discriminative thinking. Krishna spe lls out beautifully 
the sequence of consequences of such submission : 
 

ÒyaytaE ¢vxyaÓp¤|s:ÒyaytaE ¢vxyaÓp¤|s:ÒyaytaE ¢vxyaÓp¤|s:ÒyaytaE ¢vxyaÓp¤|s: sÄñÞtEx¥pjaytE . sÄñÞtEx¥pjaytE . sÄñÞtEx¥pjaytE . sÄñÞtEx¥pjaytE . 

sÄñaÏs|jaytE kam: kamaÏ@aEDaE{¢BjaytE .. 2sÄñaÏs|jaytE kam: kamaÏ@aEDaE{¢BjaytE .. 2sÄñaÏs|jaytE kam: kamaÏ@aEDaE{¢BjaytE .. 2sÄñaÏs|jaytE kam: kamaÏ@aEDaE{¢BjaytE .. 2−−−−62 ..62 ..62 ..62 ..    

dhy¡yat§ viºay¡npu!sa: sa°gast¦kº£paj¡yat¦dhy¡yat§ viºay¡npu!sa: sa°gast¦kº£paj¡yat¦dhy¡yat§ viºay¡npu!sa: sa°gast¦kº£paj¡yat¦dhy¡yat§ viºay¡npu!sa: sa°gast¦kº£paj¡yat¦    

sa°g¡tatsa!j¡yat¦ k¡ma: k¡m¡tkr§dh§sa°g¡tatsa!j¡yat¦ k¡ma: k¡m¡tkr§dh§sa°g¡tatsa!j¡yat¦ k¡ma: k¡m¡tkr§dh§sa°g¡tatsa!j¡yat¦ k¡ma: k¡m¡tkr§dh§’bhij¡yat¦bhij¡yat¦bhij¡yat¦bhij¡yat¦    
The man dwelling on sense-objects develops attachments for them; from 
attachment springs desire, and from desire when unfulfilled, ensues 
anger.  
 

@«Daìv¢t s|maEh: s|maEhaÏsm¦¢t¢vB#m: .@«Daìv¢t s|maEh: s|maEhaÏsm¦¢t¢vB#m: .@«Daìv¢t s|maEh: s|maEhaÏsm¦¢t¢vB#m: .@«Daìv¢t s|maEh: s|maEhaÏsm¦¢t¢vB#m: .    

Þm¦¢tB#|Sadqb¤¢¼naSaE b¤¢¼naSat�p#NÜy¢t .. 2Þm¦¢tB#|Sadqb¤¢¼naSaE b¤¢¼naSat�p#NÜy¢t .. 2Þm¦¢tB#|Sadqb¤¢¼naSaE b¤¢¼naSat�p#NÜy¢t .. 2Þm¦¢tB#|Sadqb¤¢¼naSaE b¤¢¼naSat�p#NÜy¢t .. 2−−−−63 ..63 ..63 ..63 ..    

kr§dh¡dbhavati sa!m§ha: sa!m§h¡tsm¤tivibhrama:kr§dh¡dbhavati sa!m§ha: sa!m§h¡tsm¤tivibhrama:kr§dh¡dbhavati sa!m§ha: sa!m§h¡tsm¤tivibhrama:kr§dh¡dbhavati sa!m§ha: sa!m§h¡tsm¤tivibhrama:    

sm¤tibhra!¹¡dbuddhin¡¹§ baddhin¡¹¡tpra²a¹yatism¤tibhra!¹¡dbuddhin¡¹§ baddhin¡¹¡tpra²a¹yatism¤tibhra!¹¡dbuddhin¡¹§ baddhin¡¹¡tpra²a¹yatism¤tibhra!¹¡dbuddhin¡¹§ baddhin¡¹¡tpra²a¹yati    

From anger arises delusion; from    delusion comes loss of memory; from    
loss of memory, comes loss of intellect; and from loss of intellect one 
goes to complete ruin. (Bhagavad Gita : II-62, 63)  



 
 

 Beyond Abhy ¡¡¡¡sa or practice, Krishna has also referred to the need  of 

Vair¡¡¡¡gya , or detachment. Clearly this refers to a declining  to be drawn into 

the divisive pull of the pairs of opposites that ar ises from our worldly  

experience.  Abhy ¡¡¡¡sa, or the practice of discriminative thinking and 

Vair¡¡¡¡gya , a practice of detachment  from those pulls of opp osites amounts 

to development of a new mindset in the operation of  the Mind, and this is 

what Krishna refers to as the discipline of  dhy¡nadhy¡nadhy¡nadhy¡na (ÒyanÒyanÒyanÒyan) (3) or Meditation.  
 
 These disciplines lead directly to the control of the  Buddhi  over the 
Manas , the Mind. Yet all this is not enough to enable th e individual to get a 
grasp, or even a glimpse of the higher Reality. Wha t more is needed is now 
unfolded by Krishna in the Gita  teaching, beginning by enabling him to 
transcend  limitations of his physical faculties, w ith a higher faculty that 
enable him to get  a glimpse of that Reality 

 
---------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 



Chapter 7 : 

A Cosmic Vision : vi¹var£padar¹anamvi¹var£padar¹anamvi¹var£padar¹anamvi¹var£padar¹anam : ¢váãpdSInm�¢váãpdSInm�¢váãpdSInm�¢váãpdSInm� 
 

 At this stage, we are, like Arjuna, still in the th rall of our old 

mindset. But we are beginning to see that it is vij±¡navij±¡navij±¡navij±¡na,  discriminating 

Knowledge, rather than j±¡naj±¡naj±¡naj±¡na, the empirical Knowledge, that can lead us to 

a glimpse of Reality. Our new insights developed th rough vij±¡navij±¡navij±¡navij±¡na  still  give 

us only a vague picture of reality, compared to the   sharp images that our 
old empirical experiences seem to  provide. Our old  mindset leads us to 
still clamour for empirical evidence  of things  th at however, can be seen 
only through the insights of a higher mindset.  
 
 Finding Arjuna still in this predicament, Krishna takes him through 
two more stages of explanation. The first is a desc ription  of the Highest 

level Knowledge, of Esoteric Knowledge  : r¡javidya r¡jaguhyar¡javidya r¡jaguhyar¡javidya r¡jaguhyar¡javidya r¡jaguhya. The 

second stage is an enumeration of examples of all t hat are the Best and  
Highest forms of Vibhuti or Manifestation in this e mpirical existence. These 
examples are given as evidence that they come from  something even 
better and higher that still remains Unmanifest. Ar juna listens, but remains 
unsatisfied. He still wants proof through his own e xperience and pleads for 
this. Krishna yields but has to provide Arjuna with  the faculty of extra-
sensory perception that is needed for experiencing that ultimate Reality. 
Krishna provides him with this faculty and thereby Arjuna gets this awe-
inspiring experience. Krishna presents Himself  in a form that seems to 

encompass vi¹var£pvi¹var£pvi¹var£pvi¹var£paaaa, the form of the entirety of all Existence. Bewild ered 

and terrified by what he sees, Arjuna begs Krishna to resume his normal 
reassuring human form.    
 
 Resuming his normal form, Krishna now explains to Arjuna how 
Bhakti,  or Devotion to that highest Reality could be yet a nother Path that 
leads to it. Devotion is an attitude that goes far beyond the reach of reason. 
It rests on acceptance, on Shraddha, or Faith. In t he following verses of the 
Gita, Krishna clarifies that one can then accept th e Reality in either the 
highest Manifest form of Iswara  or as the ultimate  Unmanifest form of 
Brahman . 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mÙyavEÜy mnaE yE ma| ¢nÏyy¤³a upasmÙyavEÜy mnaE yE ma| ¢nÏyy¤³a upasmÙyavEÜy mnaE yE ma| ¢nÏyy¤³a upasmÙyavEÜy mnaE yE ma| ¢nÏyy¤³a upastE .tE .tE .tE .    

½¼ya pryaEpEtaÞtE mE y¤³tma mta: .. 2 ..½¼ya pryaEpEtaÞtE mE y¤³tma mta: .. 2 ..½¼ya pryaEpEtaÞtE mE y¤³tma mta: .. 2 ..½¼ya pryaEpEtaÞtE mE y¤³tma mta: .. 2 ..    

yE ÏvXrm¢ndEIÜymÛy³| py¤IpastE .yE ÏvXrm¢ndEIÜymÛy³| py¤IpastE .yE ÏvXrm¢ndEIÜymÛy³| py¤IpastE .yE ÏvXrm¢ndEIÜymÛy³| py¤IpastE .    

svIæOgm¢cÓÏy| c ksvIæOgm¢cÓÏy| c ksvIæOgm¢cÓÏy| c ksvIæOgm¢cÓÏy| c k\\\\zÞTmcl| D#¤vm� .. 3 ..zÞTmcl| D#¤vm� .. 3 ..zÞTmcl| D#¤vm� .. 3 ..zÞTmcl| D#¤vm� .. 3 ..    

s¢°yØyE¢Ód#yg#am| svIæO smb¤¼y: .s¢°yØyE¢Ód#yg#am| svIæO smb¤¼y: .s¢°yØyE¢Ód#yg#am| svIæO smb¤¼y: .s¢°yØyE¢Ód#yg#am| svIæO smb¤¼y: .    

tE p#ap"¤v¢Ót mamEv svIB¥t¢htE rta: .. 12tE p#ap"¤v¢Ót mamEv svIB¥t¢htE rta: .. 12tE p#ap"¤v¢Ót mamEv svIB¥t¢htE rta: .. 12tE p#ap"¤v¢Ót mamEv svIB¥t¢htE rta: .. 12−−−−4 ..4 ..4 ..4 ..    

mayy¡v¦¹ya man§ y¦ m¡! nityayukt¡ up¡sat¦ .mayy¡v¦¹ya man§ y¦ m¡! nityayukt¡ up¡sat¦ .mayy¡v¦¹ya man§ y¦ m¡! nityayukt¡ up¡sat¦ .mayy¡v¦¹ya man§ y¦ m¡! nityayukt¡ up¡sat¦ .    

¹raddhay¡ p¹raddhay¡ p¹raddhay¡ p¹raddhay¡ paray§p¡st¦ m¦ yuktatam¡ mat¡: .. 2 ..aray§p¡st¦ m¦ yuktatam¡ mat¡: .. 2 ..aray§p¡st¦ m¦ yuktatam¡ mat¡: .. 2 ..aray§p¡st¦ m¦ yuktatam¡ mat¡: .. 2 ..    
y¦ tvakºaramanird¦¹yamavyakta! paryup¡sat¦ y¦ tvakºaramanird¦¹yamavyakta! paryup¡sat¦ y¦ tvakºaramanird¦¹yamavyakta! paryup¡sat¦ y¦ tvakºaramanird¦¹yamavyakta! paryup¡sat¦     

sarvagamacintya! ca k£·asthamacala! dhruvam .. 3 ..sarvagamacintya! ca k£·asthamacala! dhruvam .. 3 ..sarvagamacintya! ca k£·asthamacala! dhruvam .. 3 ..sarvagamacintya! ca k£·asthamacala! dhruvam .. 3 ..    

sanniyamy¦ndriyagr¡ma! sarvatra samabuddhaya© .sanniyamy¦ndriyagr¡ma! sarvatra samabuddhaya© .sanniyamy¦ndriyagr¡ma! sarvatra samabuddhaya© .sanniyamy¦ndriyagr¡ma! sarvatra samabuddhaya© .    

t¦ pr¡pnuvanti m¡m¦va sarvabh£tahit¦ rat¡: .. 4 ..t¦ pr¡pnuvanti m¡m¦va sarvabh£tahit¦ rat¡: .. 4 ..t¦ pr¡pnuvanti m¡m¦va sarvabh£tahit¦ rat¡: .. 4 ..t¦ pr¡pnuvanti m¡m¦va sarvabh£tahit¦ rat¡: .. 4 ..    
I consider them to be the best Yogis, who, endowed with supreme faith, 
and ever united through meditation with Me, (in My manifest Form) worship 
Me with the mind centred on Me.    
But those who worship the Imperishable, Indefinable , Unmanifest, 
Omnipresent, Beyond Thought, Unchangeable, Immovabl e, and Eternal,   
and who, fully controlling all their senses are eve n-minded and engaged in 
the welfare of all, they too come to Me.  (Bhagavad  Gita XII – 2,3, and 4) 
 

 The word sarvabh£tahit¦sarvabh£tahit¦sarvabh£tahit¦sarvabh£tahit¦ that appears in the above verses  that appears in the above verses  that appears in the above verses  that appears in the above verses is   a 

critical one that runs repeatedly though the entire  Gita  teaching. It stands 
for the  welfare of all, human or otherwise. When w e refer to “myself” or 
“”yourself, ”the  word “self” can be seen to be com mon to all of us. What 
Krishna suggests here is that everyone’s “self” com es from the one Divine 
Self, any anyone caring for the welfare of all, sur ely fulfils His purpose and 
comes back to Him.     



 
 This experience brings Arjuna to a critical questi on of his own role in 
relation to this vast Reality of which he seems to be a tiny existence of no 
significance and consequence. He has so far always referred to himself as 
“I” but so does everyone else. He now begins to see  that he is part of 
something incomparably and inseparably larger. Coul d it be that “I” am 
really that ? The question that now looms large is “Am I This or am I That. 
Ultimately, who really am I ? ” It is to this quest ion that we now turn.  
 

------------------------------------------------- 
 



             CHAPTER 8  ; Who am I  ? : k§k§k§k§’hamhamhamham    : kaE{hm�kaE{hm�kaE{hm�kaE{hm�     
    
 

I went in search of God and could not find him.  
Then, at last, I discovered that I, the seeker was 

                                                  the sought, I was the God. that I was seeking. 
----- Tukaram (1608-1650) 

 
 At this point of this narrative that has largely f ollowed the course of 
the Gita  teaching, we have an explanation of this Manifeste d Existence 
largely in terms of Nature and Human Nature. With A rjuna, we have had 
brief glimpses of the Ultimate Reality beyond. We h ave seen how Man gets 
enmeshed in the conflicting forces of Nature and  H uman Nature in ways 
that seem to render life a meaningless mechanical e xistence in a never-
ending transient cycle of birth, life and death. Ye t he retains a vague 
consciousness that  there must be a higher meaning and purpose to this 
existence, and also seems to retain a power of choi ce to live by its real 
meaning and purpose. So far, Krishna has led him to  understand all these 
mechanisms and activities of existence, and that wi th the right ways of 
using his higher faculties, he might be able to dis cover that   meaning and 
purpose in a Reality that lie beyond the reach of h is lower faculties. In his 
affection and concern for Arjuna, Krishna has even helped him to briefly 
access a higher faculty that gives  him a glimpse o f that Reality. The 
question before Arjuna now is : Am I  this physical  body enslaved by the 
world around me ?. Or am I part of a Higher Existen ce serving its Higher 

purposes ? Am I This or Am I That ? Who am I ? ( ahamahamahamaham : : : :  (AhAhAhAhm�m�m�m�)  : I ) (1) 

 
 All of us, of course, invariably give ourselves th e  wrong answer. The 
right answer  would then bring a final higher under standing into constant 
play that will enable us to recognize the true high er meaning and purpose 
of life and conduct our lives in consonance with th at meaning and purpose.  

Krishna now explains that the body is just a transi ent dwelling, a kº¦tra kº¦tra kº¦tra kº¦tra 

(XæOXæOXæOXæO) (2) and it’s occupant  is the eternal Consciousne ss, the kº¦traj±akº¦traj±akº¦traj±akº¦traj±a     

(XEæOåaXEæOåaXEæOåaXEæOåa), (3) the real “I”, who gives it life and consciou sness. The  kº¦tra kº¦tra kº¦tra kº¦tra is 

transient,  but the kº¦traj±akº¦traj±akº¦traj±akº¦traj±a    is Eternal, an indivisible part of the Eternal 

Consciousness. Yet the kº¦trakº¦trakº¦trakº¦tra    is conferred a Mind with a seeming 

autonomy of  awareness and control of Nature, and o f Human Nature, with 
power to make  choices affecting its destiny. The b asic choice is between 
being ruled by the three Gunas  or living by the purposes of the Supreme 



Spirit, the puruº§ttamapuruº§ttamapuruº§ttamapuruº§ttama     (p¤âxaEäOmp¤âxaEäOmp¤âxaEäOmp¤âxaEäOm )  (4) ;  a choice between attributes of the 

daivadaivadaivadaiva  (dWvdWvdWvdWv )   (5) and asuraasuraasuraasura  (AAAAs¤rs¤rs¤rs¤r )    (6), the Divine or Non-Divine forces, the 

forces that respectively make for Harmony and Confl ict in every aspect of 
Existence. 
 

 What then is the final choice. Krishna’s parting t eaching is . ¹ara²am¹ara²am¹ara²am¹ara²am    

(SrN|SrN|SrN|SrN|) (7) : Surrender to me and I will give you Liberat ion  : m§kºam§kºam§kºam§kºa    (maEXmaEXmaEXmaEX ) (8): 

 

svIDmaIÓp¢rÏyÇy mamEk| SrN| v#j .svIDmaIÓp¢rÏyÇy mamEk| SrN| v#j .svIDmaIÓp¢rÏyÇy mamEk| SrN| v#j .svIDmaIÓp¢rÏyÇy mamEk| SrN| v#j .    

Ah| Ïva svIpapE×yaE maEX¢yÝya¢m ma S¤c: .. 18Ah| Ïva svIpapE×yaE maEX¢yÝya¢m ma S¤c: .. 18Ah| Ïva svIpapE×yaE maEX¢yÝya¢m ma S¤c: .. 18Ah| Ïva svIpapE×yaE maEX¢yÝya¢m ma S¤c: .. 18−−−−66 ..66 ..66 ..66 ..    

sarva dharm¡nparityajya m¡m¦ka! ¹ara²a! vrajasarva dharm¡nparityajya m¡m¦ka! ¹ara²a! vrajasarva dharm¡nparityajya m¡m¦ka! ¹ara²a! vrajasarva dharm¡nparityajya m¡m¦ka! ¹ara²a! vraja    

aha! tv¡ sarvap¡p¦bhy§ m§kºayiºy¡mi m¡ ¹uca:aha! tv¡ sarvap¡p¦bhy§ m§kºayiºy¡mi m¡ ¹uca:aha! tv¡ sarvap¡p¦bhy§ m§kºayiºy¡mi m¡ ¹uca:aha! tv¡ sarvap¡p¦bhy§ m§kºayiºy¡mi m¡ ¹uca:    
 
Resigning all your duties to Me, the all-powerful a nd all suppor ting Lord, take 
refuge in Me alone, I shall absolve you of all sins , do not fear.  not.  
Bhagavad Gita : XVIII  - 66) 
 
 This is an extraordinary parting advice, that is o ften understood as a call 
to a life of complete renunciation, complete inacti on. On the contrary, it is really 
a challenge to lead a full life, full of activity b ut for the good of everything and 
everyone that constitute the whole of Existence. Th is is clearly the purpose of 
all Manifestation undertaken by the Eternal Unmanif est. Everyone and 
everything is no more than a physical body, a Kshet ra, a dwelling, and resident 
within all of them is one Kshetrajna, giving everyo ne a consciousness and 
awareness which leads everyone to claim to be the “ I” It is therefore important 
for everyone to live up to this true shared identit y.  
 
 The ancient Indian tradition defines a three-fold objective for our 

lives : artha  (ATIATIATIATI),    k¡ma k¡ma k¡ma k¡ma (kamkamkamkam)    and m§kºam§kºam§kºam§kºa    (maEXmaEXmaEXmaEX). Of these, artha  is 

prosperity, and k¡mak¡mak¡mak¡ma is desire. The ancients were pragmatic enough to 

recognize these as natural and necessary for a norm al life. Yet they also 
insisted that these two objectives be pursued withi n reasonable limits, 
otherwise the individual would be drawn into confli ct into a wide-ranging 
conflicts, both within himself and with others. Thi s would lead to an 

unending chain of cause and effect, of pleasure and  pain, of sukha  (s¤Ks¤Ks¤Ks¤K) 

and du:kha (Ñ¤:KÑ¤:KÑ¤:KÑ¤:K), leading to an unending cycle of birth and death.  



Therefore they presribed self-regulation of Dharma , an elaborate system of 
self-discipline covering every aspect of life. A li fe regulated by Dharma 
would then gradually mould the individual and lead him on towards the 
third object of moksha, a liberation starting from the cycle of . pleasure and 
pain. It will be readily seen that anyone who lives , not for himself but 

entirely for others, in one sense is one who qualif ies for m§kºam§kºam§kºam§kºa (maEXmaEXmaEXmaEX).  

Liberation is not necessarily  to be understood in the traditional sense of a 
release from the cycle of life and death, to reach some distant state of bliss 
or immortality. On the other hand, liberation can b e  here and now, from the 
slavery imposed by the senses responding to the fal se glitter of the 
external world that leads us into lives of selfishn ess.  Liberation frees us to 
lead lives of selflessness, in the service of every one and everything around 
us.  One who lives thus, is liberated even while li ving  and is called a  

j¢vanmuktaj¢vanmuktaj¢vanmuktaj¢vanmukta  (j£vÓm¤³j£vÓm¤³j£vÓm¤³j£vÓm¤³) (9). He is one who thus identifies himself with t he 

Divine and lives for the purposes of the Divine.     
 . 
 The above answer is of course provided by Krishna to Arjuna in a context 
that is relevant to any practical human situation. Yet it needs affirmation, 
arising, not  from any intellectual conclusion, but  from a directly experienced 
living truth.  It was  a final affirmation of that kind, the final answer to the 
question, Who am I,   that came from the direct liv ing experience of the ancient 

Indian Seers. Their answer came  in four versions, the four  mah¡v¡kyasmah¡v¡kyasmah¡v¡kyasmah¡v¡kyas 

(mhavaÀymhavaÀymhavaÀymhavaÀy) (10) or Great Sayings of the Upanishads  : Aham Brahmasmi,  Tat Tvam 

Asi,  Ayam Atma Brahma and  Prajnanam Brahma . These sayings form the 
foundation of all schools of Indian philosophy whic h consider them to be 
unassailable, unquestionable  truths. These final a nswers are identical and 
translate as “I am TAT”. To TAT therefore, we may now  turn in our final Chapter 
 

---------------------------------------------------- 



Chapter 9 :  That : tt!tt!tt!tt!        

                

Transform the divided individual into the world-per sonality; 
 Let all thyself be the Divine. This is thy goal.  

---- Aurobindo (1872 –b1950)  
 

 This book uses two words for its title : ‘ Idam ’ and ‘ Tat’ (1 and 2). Of 
these two words Idam  denotes  this  finite existence that is bounded by  
Time and Space, and Tat denotes that source which is Eternal and Infinite,  
and from which all finite existence originates, and  in which it is delimited.  
Clearly, you and I are tiny existences within Idam . And all of Idam  is part of 
Tat. Yet the Mahavakyas  declare that you and I are  that Tat.  
 
 How can a part itself be  the total ? How can two different things be 
the same thing ?. Obviously when we talk of One Rea lity, we cannot 
visualize a part of it, unless we regard it, by a m ental construct as a partial 
Reality. Therefore when we talk of you and me or Id am as parts, we do so 
from a partial perspective constructed by the Mind.  Our problems arise 
when the part starts believing it is the whole, whe n indeed, you and I start 
believing and acting as if we were as real as every one and everything 
around us.  
 
 Our difficulty is that we are subject to the inesc apable limitations 
imposed by our senses and compulsions  of the proce sses of living. We 
can cope with these only on an assumption of our ow n reality, even if 
intellectually we may recognize that we are part of  a larger reality.  So we 
get caught in this inescapable dichotomy of perspec tives, of living within a 
relative reality, but within an absolute reality. A nd our problems start 
multiplying when we take our own reality too seriou sly and start making 
living choices which conflict with purposes of the larger reality. This leads 
us to unceasingly disintegrate both individually an d collectively while we 
should be integrating unceasingly and progressively  into the larger 
harmonies of the larger reality.  
 
 The declaration Tat Tvam Asi , has been seized on by different 
schools of philosophy, with viewpoints and explanat ions, often 
contentious and difficult to understand, in respect  of the nature of Reality. 
For our practical purposes, this declaration serves  sufficiently as a call for 
reflection and a corrective against erroneous persp ectives. It  provokes us 
to introspect in regard to which direction our live s are taking and why. 
Luckily we are endowed with the tools of introspect ion, the Buddhi, the 
Intellect, that can provide correctives to the pers pectives presented by the 
Manas, the Mind.  Luckily too, we are often blessed  with contemporary 



teachers like Ramana, ancient teachers like Sankara  or  divine teachers like 
Krishna, to help us so introspect and so change dir ection.  
  
 Let us for instance, recall some of the examples w ith which we 
illustrated the different operations of Nature and Human Nature in earlier 
Chapters. If we trace back from the recitation of a  sloka or mantra, to the 
sound with which it is articulated, through the con sciousness and energy 
that generated the sound, through the space that en abled its transmission, 
and through the human chain that ensured its preser vation over time, we 
are able to see their inseparable linkages into vas t sources, resources and 
magnitudes in Time and Space. Does not this chain t hen reach back into 

Tat, that vast single Reality. Within the vyavah¡rikavyavah¡rikavyavah¡rikavyavah¡rika    (Ûyvha¢rkÛyvha¢rkÛyvha¢rkÛyvha¢rk), (3) or 

relative  human perspective, what looms large as an  important activity. But 
it fades into total insignificance and inconsequenc e within the     

param¡rthikaparam¡rthikaparam¡rthikaparam¡rthika    (prma¢TIkprma¢TIkprma¢TIkprma¢TIk ) (4), or the absolute perpective of Tat,   .  

 
There can be no more fitting conclusion to this Cha pter and this book than 
the following prayer from the Brhadaranyaka Upanish ad : 
 

ॐ असतो मा स	मय ।ॐ असतो मा स	मय ।ॐ असतो मा स	मय ।ॐ असतो मा स	मय । 

तमसो मा �योितग�मय ।।तमसो मा �योितग�मय ।।तमसो मा �योितग�मय ।।तमसो मा �योितग�मय ।। 

म�ृयोमा�मतृ ंगमय ।म�ृयोमा�मतृ ंगमय ।म�ृयोमा�मतृ ंगमय ।म�ृयोमा�मतृ ंगमय । 

ॐॐॐॐ शा��त शा��त शा��त ।। शा��त शा��त शा��त ।। शा��त शा��त शा��त ।। शा��त शा��त शा��त ।। ---- बहृदार�यक उपिनष!  बहृदार�यक उपिनष!  बहृदार�यक उपिनष!  बहृदार�यक उपिनष! 1.3.28. 

om asato m ā sadgamaya 
tamaso m ā jyotirgamaya 
mṛtyor m ā amṛtaṁ gamaya 
om śānti śānti śānti - b ṛhadāraṇyaka upani ṣada 1.3.28 

Lead Us From the Unreal To the Real, 
Lead Us From Darkness To Light, 
Lead Us From Death To Immortality, 
OM (the universal sound of God) 
Let There Be Peace Peace Peace. - Brihadaranyaka Up anishad 
1.3.28. 

 
  

    



    
EPILOGUE 

 
No ancient scripture of the world presents philosop hical speculations on 
the emergence of Idam from Tat in  greater grandeur  or profundity than the 
Rig Veda as in its hymn reproduced below : 
 
                                               Rig Veda : X - 129 

nasdas£°aE sdas£äOdan£| nas£d#jaE naE ÛyaEma praE yt¯ .nasdas£°aE sdas£äOdan£| nas£d#jaE naE ÛyaEma praE yt¯ .nasdas£°aE sdas£äOdan£| nas£d#jaE naE ÛyaEma praE yt¯ .nasdas£°aE sdas£äOdan£| nas£d#jaE naE ÛyaEma praE yt¯ .    

¢kmavr£v: k[h kÞy SmI°ØB: ¢kmas£d#hn|  gB£rm¯ .. 1 ..¢kmavr£v: k[h kÞy SmI°ØB: ¢kmas£d#hn|  gB£rm¯ .. 1 ..¢kmavr£v: k[h kÞy SmI°ØB: ¢kmas£d#hn|  gB£rm¯ .. 1 ..¢kmavr£v: k[h kÞy SmI°ØB: ¢kmas£d#hn|  gB£rm¯ .. 1 ..    
n¡sad¡s¢nn§ sad¡s¢ttad¡n¢! n¡s¢draj§ n§ vy§m¡ par§ yat .n¡sad¡s¢nn§ sad¡s¢ttad¡n¢! n¡s¢draj§ n§ vy§m¡ par§ yat .n¡sad¡s¢nn§ sad¡s¢ttad¡n¢! n¡s¢draj§ n§ vy§m¡ par§ yat .n¡sad¡s¢nn§ sad¡s¢ttad¡n¢! n¡s¢draj§ n§ vy§m¡ par§ yat .    

kim¡var¢va: kuha kasya ¹armannambha: kim¡s¢drahana!  gabh¢ram .. 1 ..kim¡var¢va: kuha kasya ¹armannambha: kim¡s¢drahana!  gabh¢ram .. 1 ..kim¡var¢va: kuha kasya ¹armannambha: kim¡s¢drahana!  gabh¢ram .. 1 ..kim¡var¢va: kuha kasya ¹armannambha: kim¡s¢drahana!  gabh¢ram .. 1 ..    

Nonexistence  and existence were then not; there wa s not the air nor the 
heaven beyond. What did it contain and where and un der whose 
protection? Was  there be water, unfathomable, prof ound ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

m¦Ïy¤ras£dm¦t| n t¢hI n raæya Aþ Aas£Ïp#kEt: .m¦Ïy¤ras£dm¦t| n t¢hI n raæya Aþ Aas£Ïp#kEt: .m¦Ïy¤ras£dm¦t| n t¢hI n raæya Aþ Aas£Ïp#kEt: .m¦Ïy¤ras£dm¦t| n t¢hI n raæya Aþ Aas£Ïp#kEt: .    

Aan£dvat| ÞvaDya tdAan£dvat| ÞvaDya tdAan£dvat| ÞvaDya tdAan£dvat| ÞvaDya tdEk| tÞma¼aÓy° pr: ¢k| cnas .. 2 ..Ek| tÞma¼aÓy° pr: ¢k| cnas .. 2 ..Ek| tÞma¼aÓy° pr: ¢k| cnas .. 2 ..Ek| tÞma¼aÓy° pr: ¢k| cnas .. 2 ..    

m¤tyur¡s¢dam¤ta! na tarhi na r¡try¡ ahna ¡s¢tprak¦ta: .m¤tyur¡s¢dam¤ta! na tarhi na r¡try¡ ahna ¡s¢tprak¦ta: .m¤tyur¡s¢dam¤ta! na tarhi na r¡try¡ ahna ¡s¢tprak¦ta: .m¤tyur¡s¢dam¤ta! na tarhi na r¡try¡ ahna ¡s¢tprak¦ta: .    

¡n¢dav¡ta! sv¡dhay¡ tad¦ka! tasm¡ddh¡nyanna para: ki! can¡sa ..¡n¢dav¡ta! sv¡dhay¡ tad¦ka! tasm¡ddh¡nyanna para: ki! can¡sa ..¡n¢dav¡ta! sv¡dhay¡ tad¦ka! tasm¡ddh¡nyanna para: ki! can¡sa ..¡n¢dav¡ta! sv¡dhay¡ tad¦ka! tasm¡ddh¡nyanna para: ki! can¡sa ..    

Death or immortality was not then. There was no dis tinction beween night 
and day. That One breathed, windless, by its own po wer. Other than that 
there was nothing beyond.  

 



tm Aas£äOmsa g¥Lqhmg#E{p#kEt| s¢lil| svIma idm¯ .tm Aas£äOmsa g¥Lqhmg#E{p#kEt| s¢lil| svIma idm¯ .tm Aas£äOmsa g¥Lqhmg#E{p#kEt| s¢lil| svIma idm¯ .tm Aas£äOmsa g¥Lqhmg#E{p#kEt| s¢lil| svIma idm¯ .    

tÅCYEna×v¢p¢ht| ydas£äOpsÞtÓm¢hnajaytWk| .. 3 ..tÅCYEna×v¢p¢ht| ydas£äOpsÞtÓm¢hnajaytWk| .. 3 ..tÅCYEna×v¢p¢ht| ydas£äOpsÞtÓm¢hnajaytWk| .. 3 ..tÅCYEna×v¢p¢ht| ydas£äOpsÞtÓm¢hnajaytWk| .. 3 ..    

tama ¡s¢ttamas¡ g£µhamagr¦‘prak¦ta! saliila! sarvam¡ idam .tama ¡s¢ttamas¡ g£µhamagr¦‘prak¦ta! saliila! sarvam¡ idam .tama ¡s¢ttamas¡ g£µhamagr¦‘prak¦ta! saliila! sarvam¡ idam .tama ¡s¢ttamas¡ g£µhamagr¦‘prak¦ta! saliila! sarvam¡ idam .    

tacchy¦n¡bhvapihita! yad¡tacchy¦n¡bhvapihita! yad¡tacchy¦n¡bhvapihita! yad¡tacchy¦n¡bhvapihita! yad¡s¢ttapasastanmahin¡j¡yataika! ..s¢ttapasastanmahin¡j¡yataika! ..s¢ttapasastanmahin¡j¡yataika! ..s¢ttapasastanmahin¡j¡yataika! ..    
In the beginning there was darkness concealed by da rkness. All this was 
water without distinction. The One that was covered  by voidness emerged 
through the heat of austerity.  

 

kamÞtdg"E smvtIta¢D mnsaE rEt: p#Tm| ydass£t¯ kamÞtdg"E smvtIta¢D mnsaE rEt: p#Tm| ydass£t¯ kamÞtdg"E smvtIta¢D mnsaE rEt: p#Tm| ydass£t¯ kamÞtdg"E smvtIta¢D mnsaE rEt: p#Tm| ydass£t¯ ....    

staE bÓD¤ms¢t ¢nr¢vÓdÓ¶¢d p#t£Ýya kvyaE mn£xa .. 4 ..staE bÓD¤ms¢t ¢nr¢vÓdÓ¶¢d p#t£Ýya kvyaE mn£xa .. 4 ..staE bÓD¤ms¢t ¢nr¢vÓdÓ¶¢d p#t£Ýya kvyaE mn£xa .. 4 ..staE bÓD¤ms¢t ¢nr¢vÓdÓ¶¢d p#t£Ýya kvyaE mn£xa .. 4 ..    

k¡mastadagn¦ samavartat¡dhi manas§ r¦ta: prathama! yad¡sas¢t .k¡mastadagn¦ samavartat¡dhi manas§ r¦ta: prathama! yad¡sas¢t .k¡mastadagn¦ samavartat¡dhi manas§ r¦ta: prathama! yad¡sas¢t .k¡mastadagn¦ samavartat¡dhi manas§ r¦ta: prathama! yad¡sas¢t .    

sat§ bandhumasati niravindanh¤di prat¢ºy¡ kavay§ man¢º¡ ..sat§ bandhumasati niravindanh¤di prat¢ºy¡ kavay§ man¢º¡ ..sat§ bandhumasati niravindanh¤di prat¢ºy¡ kavay§ man¢º¡ ..sat§ bandhumasati niravindanh¤di prat¢ºy¡ kavay§ man¢º¡ ..    
In the beginning, desire, the first seed of mind, a rose in That. Poet-seers, 
searching in their hearts with wisdom, found the bo nd of existence in non-
existence.  

 

¢trà£naE ¢vttaE r¢ÜmrExamD: ¢Þvdas£ÜÑ¤p¢r ¢Þvdas£Üt¯ .¢trà£naE ¢vttaE r¢ÜmrExamD: ¢Þvdas£ÜÑ¤p¢r ¢Þvdas£Üt¯ .¢trà£naE ¢vttaE r¢ÜmrExamD: ¢Þvdas£ÜÑ¤p¢r ¢Þvdas£Üt¯ .¢trà£naE ¢vttaE r¢ÜmrExamD: ¢Þvdas£ÜÑ¤p¢r ¢Þvdas£Üt¯ .    

rEtaEDa AasÓm¢hman AasÓÏÞvDa AvÞtaÏp#y¢t: prÞtat¯ .. 5 ..rEtaEDa AasÓm¢hman AasÓÏÞvDa AvÞtaÏp#y¢t: prÞtat¯ .. 5 ..rEtaEDa AasÓm¢hman AasÓÏÞvDa AvÞtaÏp#y¢t: prÞtat¯ .. 5 ..rEtaEDa AasÓm¢hman AasÓÏÞvDa AvÞtaÏp#y¢t: prÞtat¯ .. 5 ..    

tira¹c¢n§ vitat§ ra¹mir¦º¡madha: svid¡s¢¹dupari svid¡s¢¹tira¹c¢n§ vitat§ ra¹mir¦º¡madha: svid¡s¢¹dupari svid¡s¢¹tira¹c¢n§ vitat§ ra¹mir¦º¡madha: svid¡s¢¹dupari svid¡s¢¹tira¹c¢n§ vitat§ ra¹mir¦º¡madha: svid¡s¢¹dupari svid¡s¢¹t .t .t .t .    

r¦t§dh¡ ¡sanmahim¡na ¡santsvadh¡ avast¡tprayati: parast¡t ..r¦t§dh¡ ¡sanmahim¡na ¡santsvadh¡ avast¡tprayati: parast¡t ..r¦t§dh¡ ¡sanmahim¡na ¡santsvadh¡ avast¡tprayati: parast¡t ..r¦t§dh¡ ¡sanmahim¡na ¡santsvadh¡ avast¡tprayati: parast¡t ..    
Their (visions’) stretched across (existence and no n-existence).  Perhaps 
there was a below; perhaps there was an above. Ther e were givers of seed; 
there were powers; effort below, impulse above. 
 
 

kaE A¼a vEd k ih p# vaEcÏk[t Aajata k[t iy| ¢vs¦¢¾: .kaE A¼a vEd k ih p# vaEcÏk[t Aajata k[t iy| ¢vs¦¢¾: .kaE A¼a vEd k ih p# vaEcÏk[t Aajata k[t iy| ¢vs¦¢¾: .kaE A¼a vEd k ih p# vaEcÏk[t Aajata k[t iy| ¢vs¦¢¾: .    



AvaIÂdEva AÞy ¢vsjInEnaTa kaE vEd yt AabB¤v  .. 6 ..AvaIÂdEva AÞy ¢vsjInEnaTa kaE vEd yt AabB¤v  .. 6 ..AvaIÂdEva AÞy ¢vsjInEnaTa kaE vEd yt AabB¤v  .. 6 ..AvaIÂdEva AÞy ¢vsjInEnaTa kaE vEd yt AabB¤v  .. 6 ..    

k§ addh¡ v¦da ka iha pra v§catkuta ¡j¡t¡ kuta iya! vis¤º·i: .k§ addh¡ v¦da ka iha pra v§catkuta ¡j¡t¡ kuta iya! vis¤º·i: .k§ addh¡ v¦da ka iha pra v§catkuta ¡j¡t¡ kuta iya! vis¤º·i: .k§ addh¡ v¦da ka iha pra v§catkuta ¡j¡t¡ kuta iya! vis¤º·i: .    

arv¡gd¦v¡ asya visarjan¦n¡th¡ k§ v¦da yata ¡babhuva  ..arv¡gd¦v¡ asya visarjan¦n¡th¡ k§ v¦da yata ¡babhuva  ..arv¡gd¦v¡ asya visarjan¦n¡th¡ k§ v¦da yata ¡babhuva  ..arv¡gd¦v¡ asya visarjan¦n¡th¡ k§ v¦da yata ¡babhuva  ..    
Who knows the truth ? Who here will pronounce whenc e this birth? 
Whence this creation ? The Gods appeared afterward,  with the creation of 
this world. Who then knows whence it arose ? 

 

iy| ¢vs¦¢¾yIt AabB¥v y¢d va dDE y¢d va n . 

yaE AÞyaÒyX: prmE ÛyaEmn¯ÏsaE AÄñ vEd y¢d va n vEed .. 7.. 

iya! vis¤º·iryata ¡babh£vayadiv¡ dadh¦ yadi v¡ na .iya! vis¤º·iryata ¡babh£vayadiv¡ dadh¦ yadi v¡ na .iya! vis¤º·iryata ¡babh£vayadiv¡ dadh¦ yadi v¡ na .iya! vis¤º·iryata ¡babh£vayadiv¡ dadh¦ yadi v¡ na .    

y§ asy¡dhyakºa: param¦ vy§mants§ a°ga v¦da yadi v¡ na v¦da .. y§ asy¡dhyakºa: param¦ vy§mants§ a°ga v¦da yadi v¡ na v¦da .. y§ asy¡dhyakºa: param¦ vy§mants§ a°ga v¦da yadi v¡ na v¦da .. y§ asy¡dhyakºa: param¦ vy§mants§ a°ga v¦da yadi v¡ na v¦da ..     
Whence this creation arose, whether it created itse lf, or whether it did not ? 
He who looks upon  it from highest space, he surely  knows. Or maybe, He 
knows not.  

    

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− 



Annexure  
 

Summary of Keywords  
 

CHAPTER 1 : THE TRANSIENT MANIFEST : THIS : idm�idm�idm�idm�     
brahman  : The One Ultimate Reality, the all-pervad ing consciousness principle 
that is the sub-stratum of all creation. The ultima te Key-word occurring in the  
Maha-Vakyas or Great Sayings, like Aham Brahmasmi, I am That,  on which all the 
ancient scriptures rest.  
 
(1) tattva : The thirty six  basic elements, compon ents or Principles of all Existence 
as listed below. 

(2) mahābhūta (mhaB¥tmhaB¥tmhaB¥tmhaB¥t )    : The five  major components of manifestation as   

     listed below (3 to 7).     

(3) pṛithv ī (p¦Ðv£)  
(4) jala (jljljljl) 

(5) tejas ( tEjs�tEjs�tEjs�tEjs�)    

(6) vāyu (vay¤vay¤vay¤vay¤)                     

(7) ākāśa (AakaSAakaSAakaSAakaS)      

(8) tanm ātras ( tÓmaæOtÓmaæOtÓmaæOtÓmaæO)- subtle, transit  media of the senses as listed b elow (8 to 13) 

(9) gandha ( gÓDgÓDgÓDgÓD    ) - the transit medium for the olfactive impression s   

(10) rasa ( rsrsrsrs)- the transit medium for the taste sensations   

(11) rūpa (ãpãpãpãp )- the transit medium for the visual sensations               

(12) spar śa (ÞpSIÞpSIÞpSIÞpSI)- the transit medium for the touch sensations                                

(13) śabda (SÖdSÖdSÖdSÖd) - the transit medium for the auditive sensations              

(14)) karmendriyas ( km©I¢Ód#ykm©I¢Ód#ykm©I¢Ód#ykm©I¢Ód#y)- five organs of action as listed below (15 to 19)  

(15) pāyu (pay¤pay¤pay¤pay¤)- the excretory organ   

(16) upastha ( upÞTupÞTupÞTupÞT)- the sexual organs    

(17) pāda (padpadpadpad)- the locomotion organ   

(18) pāni –( pa¢Npa¢Npa¢Npa¢N) hand, the organ of apprehension                                         

(19) vāk –( vakqvakqvakqvakq) the speech organ      



(20) jñānendriyas ( åOanE¢Ód#yåOanE¢Ód#yåOanE¢Ód#yåOanE¢Ód#y)-  The five sense organs as listed below (21 to 25 )    

(21) ghr āṇa (G#aNG#aNG#aNG#aN)- nose   

(22) rasan ā (rsnarsnarsnarsna)- tongue  

(23) cakṣu (cX¤cX¤cX¤cX¤)- eye                           

(24) tvak –( ÏvkqÏvkqÏvkqÏvkq) skin  

(25) śrotra ( ½aEæO½aEæO½aEæO½aEæO)- ear   

(26) antaḥkaraṇa (AÓt:krNAÓt:krNAÓt:krNAÓt:krN)- the five inner instruments of consciousness  

       as  listed below. (27 to 31)     
(27) manas ( mnsmnsmnsmns)- the lower mind   

(28) ahaṃkāra (Ah|karAh|karAh|karAh|kar)- the empirical ego                                   

(29) buddhi ( b¤¢¼b¤¢¼b¤¢¼b¤¢¼)- the intellect   

(30) prak ṛti (p#k]¢tp#k]¢tp#k]¢tp#k]¢t) - nature   

(31) puru ṣa (  p¤âxp¤âxp¤âxp¤âx) – soul 

(32) Ṣat kañcukas ( xÊð|c¤kxÊð|c¤kxÊð|c¤kxÊð|c¤k) : the six fundamental limitations we are subject to in  

        respect of  Space, Time, Desire, Knowledge,  Power, and Maya, the Illusion of  
        Duality, as listed below (33 to 38) 

(33) niyati ( ¢ny¢t¢ny¢t¢ny¢t¢ny¢t)- spatial limitation           

(34) kāla (kalkalkalkal)- limitation in time                                       

(35) rāga  (ragragragrag)- limitation of desire        

(36) vidy ā (¢vï¢vï¢vï¢vï)- limitation of empirical knowledge       

(37) kalā (klaklaklakla)- limitation in power          

(38) māyā (mayamayamayamaya)- the origin of illusion and duality  

(39) śuddha-tattva ( S¤¼tÏÏvS¤¼tÏÏvS¤¼tÏÏvS¤¼tÏÏv )  : The 5 pure tattvas or aspects of the Absolute ,    

        as listed below (40 to 44) 

(40) śuddha vidy ā (S¤¼¢vïS¤¼¢vïS¤¼¢vïS¤¼¢vï )    −−−−  higher knowledge  

((41) īśvara (iIÞvriIÞvriIÞvriIÞvr) - God       

(42) sadāśiva (sda¢Svsda¢Svsda¢Svsda¢Sv) – Eternal Bliss  

(43) śakti (S¢³) S¢³) S¢³) S¢³) –    Creative power :  the Mother principle  

(44) śiva ( ¢Sv¢Sv¢Sv¢Sv) – The Ultimate Reality     



(45) chit ( ¢ct�¢ct�¢ct�¢ct�): Consciousness  

(46) mah¡v¡kyamah¡v¡kyamah¡v¡kyamah¡v¡kya    (mhavaÀymhavaÀymhavaÀymhavaÀy) - the Great Saying 

(47) n¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pa (nam ãpnam ãpnam ãpnam ãp) – Name and Form  
(48) aupurusheya ( A¬p¤âxEyA¬p¤âxEyA¬p¤âxEyA¬p¤âxEy)  : What comes from a divine source 

(49) śruti ( ½¤¢t½¤¢t½¤¢t½¤¢t): Knowledge that comes from hearing, or inspiratio n or teaching. 

(50) mantra  ( mÓæOmÓæOmÓæOmÓæO),  : Words that protect, preserve and empower the Mind 

(51) yajña ( yåOyåOyåOyåO) : Ritual sacrifice 

(52) jñana  ( åOanåOanåOanåOan): What is known 

(53) jñyeya ( åOEyåOEyåOEyåOEy),   : What is to be known 

(54) dhyana ( ÒyanÒyanÒyanÒyan) : Meditation 

(55) dhyatru ( ïat¦ïat¦ïat¦ïat¦) : The person  who meditates 

(56) dhyeya ( ÒyEyÒyEyÒyEyÒyEy) : the object meditated upon 

(57) ichha śakti  ( iÅCaiÅCaiÅCaiÅCa−−−−S¢³) S¢³) S¢³) S¢³) : The driving power of Desire, Motivation, or Will  

(58) jñana śakti  ( åOanåOanåOanåOan−−−−S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)S¢³): The power of Knowledge 

(59) kriya śakti ( ¢@ya¢@ya¢@ya¢@ya−−−− S¢³) S¢³) S¢³) S¢³) : The power of Action 

 

CHAPTER 2 : SPACE - TIME : ¡k¡¹a ¡k¡¹a ¡k¡¹a ¡k¡¹a −−−− k¡la k¡la k¡la k¡la    : AakaS AakaS AakaS AakaS - kalkalkalkal  
 

(1)(1)(1)(1)    ¡k¡¹a ¡k¡¹a ¡k¡¹a ¡k¡¹a (AakaSAakaSAakaSAakaS) : Space 

(2(2(2(2) k¡la) k¡la) k¡la) k¡la    (kalkalkalkal)  : Time 

(3) brahm¡²+a  brahm¡²+a  brahm¡²+a  brahm¡²+a (b#’aÎfb#’aÎfb#’aÎfb#’aÎf ) The Golden Egg  : The first form of the Cosmos 

(4) vir¡·a ( vir¡·a ( vir¡·a ( vir¡·a (¢vraz¢vraz¢vraz¢vraz) ) ) ) : The first 14 worlds of the Cosmos as listed below .     

(5 to 11) : bh£: bhuva: suva: maha: jana: tapa: satyam : bh£: bhuva: suva: maha: jana: tapa: satyam : bh£: bhuva: suva: maha: jana: tapa: satyam : bh£: bhuva: suva: maha: jana: tapa: satyam (B¥:, B¤v:, B¥:, B¤v:, B¥:, B¤v:, B¥:, B¤v:, 

s¤v:,s¤v:,s¤v:,s¤v:, mh:, jn:, tp: mh:, jn:, tp: mh:, jn:, tp: mh:, jn:, tp:  sÏysÏysÏysÏy||||). : The first three refer to the Earth, the Antari ksha or 

the Mid-Space between Earth and Heaven were relevan t to human 
existence and the last four were higher worlds comp rising the domain of 
the divine. Yet all the seven states of existence r each down into the human 
personality as a pyscho-physical spectrum of  Sat, Chit, Ananda, Vijnana, 
Manas, Prana and Anna, which translate as Truth, Co nsciousness, Bliss, 
Discrimination, Mind, Energy and Food. The above na mes are invocatory 



terms referre  to as the Vyahrithis and are recited  as part of the sacred 
Gayathri Mantra. 

(12) antarikºa antarikºa antarikºa antarikºa (AÓt¢rXAÓt¢rXAÓt¢rXAÓt¢rX) : The mid-space between Earth and Heaven 

(13 to 19)  sat cit ¡nanda vij±¡na manasa pr¡²a anna sat cit ¡nanda vij±¡na manasa pr¡²a anna sat cit ¡nanda vij±¡na manasa pr¡²a anna sat cit ¡nanda vij±¡na manasa pr¡²a anna ((((st� ¢ct� AanÓd ¢våOan st� ¢ct� AanÓd ¢våOan st� ¢ct� AanÓd ¢våOan st� ¢ct� AanÓd ¢våOan     

            mns p#aN A°mns p#aN A°mns p#aN A°mns p#aN A°))))    which translate as Truth, Consciousness, Bliss,   

       Discrimination, Mind, Energy and Food.     
(20 to 26) : atala vitala sutala ras¡tala tal¡tala mahatala atala vitala sutala ras¡tala tal¡tala mahatala atala vitala sutala ras¡tala tal¡tala mahatala atala vitala sutala ras¡tala tal¡tala mahatala and p¡t¡lap¡t¡lap¡t¡lap¡t¡la (Atl ¢vtl  (Atl ¢vtl  (Atl ¢vtl  (Atl ¢vtl     

            s¤tl rsatl tlatl mhtl s¤tl rsatl tlatl mhtl s¤tl rsatl tlatl mhtl s¤tl rsatl tlatl mhtl and patal) : patal) : patal) : patal) : The seven lower worlds  likened  to  

       hell that would seem to reflect the baser el ements and influences in  
       human nature. 

(27 to 30) : kalpakalpakalpakalpa,,,, manvantara manvantara manvantara manvantara,,,, mah¡yuga  mah¡yuga  mah¡yuga  mah¡yuga and yuga  yuga  yuga  yuga (kÚp mÓvÓtr mhay¤g kÚp mÓvÓtr mhay¤g kÚp mÓvÓtr mhay¤g kÚp mÓvÓtr mhay¤g and y¤gy¤gy¤gy¤g) :  

      The time units in the cosmic time scale. One day or night in the life of  
      Brahma lasts four Yugas on this cosmic time s cale which correspond to  
      4,320,000,000 years on the human time scale !     
 
(31) Bhagavata Purana : One of the 18 major Puranas  or collection of  
       ancient legends, myths and woven around live s and doings gods and  
       worlds, as contrasted with the Itihasas whic h tell of kings and nations  
       on earth. 

 

CHAPTER 3 : ENERGY : PRANA   ( p#aN) 

(1) pr¡²a (pr¡²a (pr¡²a (pr¡²a (p#aN) : V: V: V: Vvital energy 

(2) ichha śakti  ( iÅCaiÅCaiÅCaiÅCa−−−−S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)S¢³) : The power of Will,  

(3) jñana śakti  ( åOanåOanåOanåOan−−−−S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)  : The power of Knowledgwe   

(4) kriya śakti ( ¢@ya¢@ya¢@ya¢@ya−−−−S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)S¢³)    : The power of Action  

     These attributes (2 to 4) are personified as n ames of Lalita, the Universal  
     Mother in the Lalita Sahasranamam. 

(5) j±¡j±¡j±¡j±¡nennennennendriya (driya (driya (driya (åOanE¢Ód#yåOanE¢Ód#yåOanE¢Ód#yåOanE¢Ód#y) ) ) ) : The five sense organs      

(6)    karmendriyakarmendriyakarmendriyakarmendriya (km©I¢Ód#ykm©I¢Ód#ykm©I¢Ód#ykm©I¢Ód#y) : The five organs of action 

 

    

    

    



Chapter 4 : Name and Form : n¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pa : nam nam nam nam −−−−    ãpãpãpãp     
 

(1), pr¡²a (pr¡²a (pr¡²a (pr¡²a (p#aN)  

(2) n¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pan¡ma r£pa (nam ãpnam ãpnam ãpnam ãp)– Name and Form .    

(3)    akºaraakºaraakºaraakºara (AXr) AXr) AXr) AXr) or  “imperishable” unit of sound - syllable  

(4)    vya!janavya!janavya!janavya!jana    (Ûy|jn) Ûy|jn) Ûy|jn) Ûy|jn) −−−−    consonant 

(5) svarasvarasvarasvara  (ÞvrÞvrÞvrÞvr) - vowel 

(6) ¹abda brahman¹abda brahman¹abda brahman¹abda brahman (SÖd b#’n�SÖd b#’n�SÖd b#’n�SÖd b#’n�) - God as word.  

(7) n¡da brahmann¡da brahmann¡da brahmann¡da brahman (nad b#’n�nad b#’n�nad b#’n�nad b#’n�) - God as sound.  

(8) mantramantramantramantra (mÓæOmÓæOmÓæOmÓæO) – verse of scripture  

(9) v¡cv¡cv¡cv¡c (vac�)vac�)vac�)vac�) – Goddess of speech. 

(10)    Candas (cÓds�cÓds�cÓds�cÓds�)  - poetic meter     

(11) guru guru guru guru ¹i¹i¹i¹iºyaºyaºyaºya (g¤â g¤â g¤â g¤â ¢S¢S¢S¢SÝyÝyÝyÝy), - teacher and student     

(12) stotrastotrastotrastotra (ÞtaEæOÞtaEæOÞtaEæOÞtaEæO) -  hymn of adoration   

 

Chapter 5 : Nature :     prak¤tiprak¤tiprak¤tiprak¤ti : p#k]¢t : p#k]¢t : p#k]¢t : p#k]¢t    
    (1)    icch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti kriy¡ ¹aktiicch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti kriy¡ ¹aktiicch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti kriy¡ ¹aktiicch¡ ¹akti j±¡na ¹akti kriy¡ ¹akti(iÅCa S¢³ åOan S¢³ ¢@ya S¢³iÅCa S¢³ åOan S¢³ ¢@ya S¢³iÅCa S¢³ åOan S¢³ ¢@ya S¢³iÅCa S¢³ åOan S¢³ ¢@ya S¢³)  

: the power of the Will, of Knowledge and of Activi ty.  

   (2)    cidagniku²+acidagniku²+acidagniku²+acidagniku²+a    (¢cd¢g"k[Îf¢cd¢g"k[Îf¢cd¢g"k[Îf¢cd¢g"k[Îf) : the fire altar of the First   

            Sacrifice conducted by the Divine for initiating th e process  
        of Creation 

(3) (3) (3) (3) prak¤tiprak¤tiprak¤tiprak¤ti : p#k]¢t : p#k]¢t : p#k]¢t : p#k]¢t    :    The World of Nature and Human nature 

(4)  karma (kmIkmIkmIkmI) : Action, more importantly, the Law of  inevitabi lity  

      of the chain of Cause and Effect, governing a ll of Nature and  
      Human Nature across Space and Time. 

(5) Dvandva ( ¹Ó¹¹Ó¹¹Ó¹¹Ó¹) : The pair of opposites of all human experience. 

(6) sattvasattvasattvasattva,,,, rajas rajas rajas rajas    and tamas tamas tamas tamas    (säv rjs� tms�säv rjs� tms�säv rjs� tms�säv rjs� tms�) (4).  The three   

        fundamental forces that influenc all behavi our in Human Nature and  
        make for Tranqullity, Dynamism and Inertia 



   (7) abhy¡sa abhy¡sa abhy¡sa abhy¡sa (A×yasA×yasA×yasA×yas) (5) meditatie practice 

   (8) vavavavair¡gyair¡gyair¡gyair¡gya    (vWraÂyvWraÂyvWraÂyvWraÂy) (6) : detachement 

   (9) n¦ti n¦tin¦ti n¦tin¦ti n¦tin¦ti n¦ti ( ( ( (nE¢t nE¢tnE¢t nE¢tnE¢t nE¢tnE¢t nE¢t) ( 9)  :  Not This - Not This 

 

Chapter  6 : Knowledge – Wisdom :  j±¡na vij±¡naj±¡na vij±¡naj±¡na vij±¡naj±¡na vij±¡na    :    åOåOåOåOan ¢våOanan ¢våOanan ¢våOanan ¢våOan    

(1) manasmanasmanasmanas    mns� mns� mns� mns�  : Mind     
(2) buddhibuddhibuddhibuddhi    (b¤¢¼b¤¢¼b¤¢¼b¤¢¼) : The Intellect : the seat of wisdom 

(3) dhy¡nadhy¡nadhy¡nadhy¡na (ÒyanÒyanÒyanÒyan) : Meditation.  
(4) j±¡naj±¡naj±¡naj±¡na (åOanåOanåOanåOan))))    : : : : Knowledge  

(5) vij±¡navij±¡navij±¡navij±¡na    (¢våOan¢våOan¢våOan¢våOan) : ) : ) : ) : Wisdom  

(6) viºaya viºaya viºaya viºaya  (¢vxy:)¢vxy:)¢vxy:)¢vxy:) :  :  :  : Objects      

(7) sa°gasa°gasa°gasa°ga (sÄñ:sÄñ:sÄñ:sÄñ:) :  :  :  : Attachment 

(8) k¡mak¡mak¡mak¡ma (kam:kam:kam:kam:)    : : : : Desire         

(9) kr§dha kr§dha kr§dha kr§dha (@aED:@aED:@aED:@aED:) :  :  :  : Anger         

(10) sa!m§hasa!m§hasa!m§hasa!m§ha (s|maEh:s|maEh:s|maEh:s|maEh:)    ::::    Delusion         

(11). sm¤tibhrasm¤tibhrasm¤tibhrasm¤tibhramahmahmahmah (Þm¦¢t¢vB#m:Þm¦¢t¢vB#m:Þm¦¢t¢vB#m:Þm¦¢t¢vB#m:) Loss of memory             

(12). bubububuddhin¡¹addhin¡¹addhin¡¹addhin¡¹a (b¤¢¼naS:b¤¢¼naS:b¤¢¼naS:b¤¢¼naS:)    Ruin of intellect         
 

Chapter 7 : A Cosmic Vision : Viswaroopadarsana : ¢váãpdSInm�¢váãpdSInm�¢váãpdSInm�¢váãpdSInm�   
 

vi¹var£pa nityayukvi¹var£pa nityayukvi¹var£pa nityayukvi¹var£pa nityayukta ¹raddha akºaram anird¦¹yamta ¹raddha akºaram anird¦¹yamta ¹raddha akºaram anird¦¹yamta ¹raddha akºaram anird¦¹yam    

 (1) vi¹var£pavi¹var£pavi¹var£pavi¹var£pa (¢váãp) : ¢váãp) : ¢váãp) : ¢váãp) : Vision of the Universe      

(2) nityayuktanityayuktanityayuktanityayukta  (¢nÏyy¤³a¢nÏyy¤³a¢nÏyy¤³a¢nÏyy¤³a)    : ever steadfast         

(3) ¹raddha ¹raddha ¹raddha ¹raddha (½¼½¼½¼½¼ )        : Attentiveness      

(4) akºaramakºaramakºaramakºaram (AXrm�AXrm�AXrm�AXrm� )    :  Fixed 



(5) Anirdeshyam : A¢ndEIÜym�A¢ndEIÜym�A¢ndEIÜym�A¢ndEIÜym�)    : Indefinable 

(6) avyaktamavyaktamavyaktamavyaktam  (AÛy³|AÛy³|AÛy³|AÛy³|)    : Unmanifest         

(7) acintyamacintyamacintyamacintyam ( ( ( (A¢cÓÏyA¢cÓÏyA¢cÓÏyA¢cÓÏy|) |) |) |) : Inconceivable         

(8) k£·astham k£·astham k£·astham k£·astham (kkkk\\\\zÞTm�zÞTm�zÞTm�zÞTm�)  : Unchanging     

(9) acalamacalamacalamacalam (AAAAcl|cl|cl|cl|)    : Unmoving         

)10) dhruvamdhruvamdhruvamdhruvam (D#¤vm�D#¤vm�D#¤vm�D#¤vm�)    : Eternal 

(11) samabudadhayahsamabudadhayahsamabudadhayahsamabudadhayah    (smb¤¼y:smb¤¼y:smb¤¼y:smb¤¼y:) : Even minded                 

(12) sarvabh£tahitasarvabh£tahitasarvabh£tahitasarvabh£tahita (svIB¥t¢htsvIB¥t¢htsvIB¥t¢htsvIB¥t¢ht) : For the welfare of all beings             

             CHAPTER 8  ; Who am I  ? : k§k§k§k§’ham ham ham ham : kaE{hm�kaE{hm�kaE{hm�kaE{hm�                             

(1). ahamahamahamaham  (AhAhAhAhm�m�m�m�)  : I         
(2). kº¦tra kº¦tra kº¦tra kº¦tra (XæOXæOXæOXæO) : The body              

(3). kº¦traj±a kº¦traj±a kº¦traj±a kº¦traj±a (XEæOåaXEæOåaXEæOåaXEæOåa ) : The Indweller of the body (soul)                 

(4). puruº§ttama puruº§ttama puruº§ttama puruº§ttama  (p¤âxaEäOmp¤âxaEäOmp¤âxaEäOmp¤âxaEäOm )  : The Supreme Spirit  
(5). daivadaivadaivadaiva  (dWvdWvdWvdWv )  : Divine             

(6). asuraasuraasuraasura  (Aas¤rAas¤rAas¤rAas¤r ) :  :  :  : Demoniac             

(7). ¹ara²am ¹ara²am ¹ara²am ¹ara²am (SrN|SrN|SrN|SrN|) : Surrender         

(8). m§kºa m§kºa m§kºa m§kºa (maEXmaEXmaEXmaEX ) :  Liberation 

(9). j¢vanmuktaj¢vanmuktaj¢vanmuktaj¢vanmukta (j£vÓm¤³j£vÓm¤³j£vÓm¤³j£vÓm¤³) : One who is  liberated while living     

(10) mah¡v¡kyamah¡v¡kyamah¡v¡kyamah¡v¡kya (mhavaÀymhavaÀymhavaÀymhavaÀy)   Great Sayings of the Upanishads that convey  

       the non-dualism between the individual soul and the Universal soul  

Chapter 9 :  That : tt!tt!tt!tt! 

(1) Idam (idmidmidmidm !! !!    ) : This Transient Manifest : Worldly Existence. 

(2). Tat (tt! tt! tt! tt! )        : That Eternal Unmmanifest 

(3) (3) (3) (3) vyavah¡rika vyavah¡rika vyavah¡rika vyavah¡rika (ÛyÛyÛyÛyvha¢rkvha¢rkvha¢rkvha¢rk) :  Relative  human perspective, 

(4) param¡rthikaparam¡rthikaparam¡rthikaparam¡rthika    (prma¢TIkprma¢TIkprma¢TIkprma¢TIk ) : Absolute perpective 
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